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Abstract
Genetic variation is shaped by admixture between populations in an evolutionary process. The
mixture dynamic between groups of populations results in a mosaic of chromosomal segments
inherited from multiple ancestral populations. The distribution of ancestral chromosomal
segments and the recombination breakpoints in an admixed genome provide information about
the time of admixture. Studying populations with particular ancestries has become a major
interest in population genetics because of medical and evolutionary impacts of the patterns of
single nucleotide polymorphisms. It provides a better understanding of the impact of population
migrations and helps us uncover interactions between several populations. Most of the research
on admixed population dating has focused on a single interaction between two populations
using various approaches. Some have extended this to mixing of three populations based on
assumptions and approaches which differ from one tool to another. However, the inference of
distinct ancestral proportions along the genome of an admixed individual and plausible dates of
admixture, still remain a challenge in the case of multi-way admixed populations. This
dissertation consists of three research initiatives. First, provide a succinct review of current
methods for dating the admixture events. We accomplish this by providing a comprehensive
review and comparison of current methods pertinent to date admixture event. Second, we
assess various admixture dating tools which estimate the time of admixture between two
parental populations. We do so by performing various simulations assuming a particular number
of generations and use these to evaluate the tools. Third, we apply the top three assessed
methods to some admixed populations from the 1000 Genomes project. Despite MALDER
shows improvement and produces reasonable date estimates over other current methods, the
results from both simulation and real data suggest that dating ancient admixture events
accounting for the effect of other admixtures remains a challenge. Our results suggest the need
for developing a new approach to date ancient and complex admixture events in multi-way
admixed populations.
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
The history of human evolution is characterized by the exchange of genetic materials across
individuals, resulting in individuals with unique genetic features. This has been the focus of
research for many genetics scholars. The existence and history of species in general, and the
human population in particular, was ascertained using anthropological, linguistic, and historical
approaches. However, with the availability of genetic data and the improvement of
computational tools, combined with the appropriate statistical methods, it is now possible to
infer the admixture history of human populations. Admixture occurs as a result of interbreeding
between two or more previous isolated populations. This interbreeding yields genetic
recombination breakpoints and the formation of mixed DNA segments. The chromosome of the
descendant displays a pattern of chromosomal segments (or blocks) of different ancestry with
different sizes that may provide some information about the time since admixture occurred (Xu
et al., 2008; Pugach et al., 2011; Sanderson et al., 2015).
The divergence of genetic ancestry has come about as a result of biogeographical distributions
of human populations (Tishkoff and Kidd, 2004; Shriver et al., 2003). This distribution, at the
genetic level exhibits a pattern of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) which may have either
medical or evolutionary implications. Various methods have been implemented to infer the
genetic ancestry either ”locally” or ”globally”. Global ancestry is the average proportion of
ancestry across the genome of each ancestral population, and is assigned to each individual;
while local ancestry is the estimate of the individual’s ancestral proportion of each ancestry at a
particular chromosomal location. In addition, local ancestry of an individual includes 0, 1, or 2
copies of alleles derived from each contributing population (Liu et al., 2013; Thornton and
Bermejo, 2014).
The most popular tools for admixture analysis include STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000;
Falush et al., 2003), ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009) and EIGENSTRAT (Price et al.,
2006a) which use clustering algorithm to locate admixed population as in relationship with
current representative ancestral population. The local ancestry tool, HAPMIX (Price et al.,
2009), applies a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with background Linkage Disequilibrium(LD) to
compute a probabilistic estimate of ancestry at each locus. HAPMIX takes as input a
recombination map for the regions to be analysed, phased ”parental” chromosomes from two
reference populations, and ”offspring” data from the admixed population being analysed.
SABER (Tang et al., 2006), like HAPMIX, uses background LD by considering pairwise allele
frequencies when no change of ancestry is inferred, but it doesn’t model haplotype structure.
LAMP-LD/HAP (Baran et al., 2012) infers locus-specific ancestry in recent admixed
populations to output the estimated number of alleles from each ancestry at each locus for each
admixed individual. LAMP-LD uses a hierarchical Hidden Markov Model(HMM) combined with
a window-based algorithm to represent haplotypes in the population in the case of multi-way
admixture. MULTIMIX (Churchhouse and Marchini, 2012) ascertains how ancestry changes
along the chromosome by using a multivariate normal model on haplotype probabilities given
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ancestry and an HMM. The motivation behind the development of these methods is to (1)
assess the migration pattern (Jakobsson et al., 2008; Gravel et al., 2011), (2) to increase the
power of association mapping (Pasaniuc et al., 2011), and (3) to enhance admixture mapping
for gene-related underling ethnic difference in a particular disease risk and personalized drug
therapy applications (Winkler et al., 2010; Seldin et al., 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2013).
It has been shown that when the number of generations increases in admixture processes, the
ancestral chromosomal segments from different parental populations are spliced into shorter
pieces. The distribution of ancestral chromosomal segments and the recombination breakpoints
in an admixed genome provide information about the time of admixture (Pugach et al., 2011;
Churchhouse and Marchini, 2012). The study of human history in admixed populations can
shed light on the patterns of genetic variation throughout modern human evolution in order to
understand the demographics, and adaptive processes of human populations. The study of
human genetic variation has evolved over time due to the observation of different traits among
individuals in several population groups around the globe. As a result, one needs to understand
the dynamics related to the origin of these variations, the evolution process and its
consequences in human healthcare.
Several forces have been identified as causing human evolution at the genetic level. These
include mutation, migration, genetic drift and natural selection (Hartl and Clark, 1997). These
factors cause several changes in the frequency of occurrence of alleles (Gillespie, 2010). The
information from these alleles added to computational tools detect the genetic structure of the
population to identify regions along the genome responsible for phenotypic traits (Gillespie,
2010; Cho et al., 2009; Hirschhorn and Daly, 2003). The distribution of the length of ancestral
blocks from parental populations in admixed populations, which help us to determine the
admixture history, have demonstrated implications in finding genes with associations to diseases
and drugs response (Cheng et al., 2010), Tuberculosis (Chimusa et al., 2013; Moller and Hoal,
2010), Breast cancer (Fejerman et al., 2009), and Hypertension (Zhu and Cooper, 2007), just
to name a few. Studying the distribution of the length of ancestral blocks should provide new
insights into the history of species and could shed light on the signature of natural selection and
age of mutation in local ancestry at a fine scale. (Jin et al., 2011).
Several methods have been developed to infer the date of admixture, accounting for many
factors which include ancestry linkage disequilibrium, ancestral track or haplotype blocks.
However, the inconvenience of these methods lies in the fact that either the method is limited
to two-way admixture only, or there is no identification of the pattern of ancestry along the
chromosome to determine the recombination breakpoints. Xu and colleagues (2008) analysed
the pattern of admixture among the Uygurs by making use of the recombination breakpoints to
infer the date of admixture, but this method was limited to two-way admixture.
1.2 Motivation and Objectives of the Project
Recent population studies reveal that many world populations are admixed, and the complexity
of the admixture become more complex from one generation to another (Loh et al., 2013; Price
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et al., 2006b). Both in population genetics and epidemiological studies, an understanding of
population mixture, does not only offer the unique opportunities for comprehending the human
diversity and evolutionary history, but renders an instructive account of genetic variations
between or among population groups with regard to disease susceptibility and drug response.
Since the number of ancestral admixture events is reflected in the genome of a founding
descendant, we make use of this notion to assess the recent methods that are purported to have
accurate estimations in dating the time of admixture events. However, the inference of distinct
ancestral proportions along the genome of an admixed individual and plausible dates of
admixture, still remains, by some distance, a challenging notion for researchers. In addition,
existing methods for estimating the dates of distinct admixture events in admixed populations,
are limited to two-way admixed populations and recent admixture events.
This project aimed to
(1) review and provide a succinct account of these methods for dating the admixture events
in multi-way admixed populations.
(2) familiarise with computational tools of populations genetics and simulate complex
multi-way admixture scenarios to assess and compare current methods for dating the
admixture events.
(3) apply the most accurate method to data from the 1000 Genomes project dataset and
from the Human Genome Diversity Project.
1.3 Population Genetic Variation
1.3.1 Overview
Genetic variation studies investigate the difference of heritability of the traits between and within
organisms (Relethford, 2012; Relethford and Harding, 2001; Hartl and Clark, 1997; Gillespie,
2010). In human populations, it has been estimated that the differences between nucleotides of
two unrelated individuals is of the order of 3 million. Particularly in admixed populations, the
patterns of genetic variants can shed light on the history of ancestral populations during the
evolutionary process and also on the susceptibility to particular diseases (Xu and Jin, 2011;
LB Jorde and Bamshad, 2001; McKeigue, 1998; Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994). The detection of
genetic variants is nowadays more commonly achieved using genotyping array or next generation
sequencing as means to identify the allelic difference between individuals (Hartl and Clark, 1997;
Li et al., 1990). This genetic polymorphism is useful to investigate genetic relationship among
populations, admixture, evolutionary process and migration (Hartl and Clark, 1997). Moreover,
genetic variation can be used to determine the paternity of a child as well as to identify a
suspect in a crime scene with a sufficient amount of alleles (Hartl and Clark, 1997).
In the human genome, we can classify genetic variation into single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) caused by mutations, short insertions and deletions (indels), copy number variation
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(CNV), variable number tandem repeats (VNTR), including microsatellite and minisatellite, and
epigenetic variation. Genetic variation is generated continuously by mutational processes and is
then governed by factors such as gene flow, recombination, genetic drift, and natural selection
(Hartl and Clark, 1997; Hamilton, 2009; Gillespie, 2010; Relethford, 2012). Various statistics
such as the genetic distance(Fst), or the Linkage Disequilibrium coefficient have been developed
to measure genetic variability between populations. This variability take its basis on the pattern
of allele frequencies between individuals. Below, we review some measures of genetic variation
which are widely used in the field of population genetics.
1.3.2 Computational of Genetic Distance (Fst)
The measurement of genetic variability, has been studied by many scholars with the aim to
quantify the variability between populations (Kalinowski, 2002; Masatoshi, 1972; Hartl and
Clark, 1997). The genetic distance is a measure which describes genetic differentiation between
and within populations. Its estimate plays a major role in population and evolutionary genetic
for having wide application in disease association mapping and forensic science (Weir and Hill,
2002; Holsinger and Weir, 2009). Knowing that the genetic variation between populations can
shed light on the distribution of alleles, measures have been defined to quantify genetic
variability between populations. Although there have been various estimates of the genetic
distance (Weir and Cockerham, 1984; Masatoshi, 1986; Hudson et al., 1992; Weir and Hill,
2002), its definition, interpretation and correct estimation have been a subject of debate this
recent decades. Li(2008) developed the Wright Fisher F-statistics formula as a genetics distance
accounting for mixed population.
According to Li, Let p1 and p2 be the allele frequencies of a sub-population of size n1 and n2
respectively. Then q1 = 1-p1 and q2 = 1-p2 are the frequencies of the other alleles (knowing
that the human population is diploid). The heterozygous frequency in the two populations will
be 2p1q1 and 2p2q2, respectively. We define p
∗ = kp1 + (1-k)p2 and q∗ = kq1 + (1-k)q2. p∗
and q∗ are the average allele frequencies of the two alleles and k is the mixing proportion of the
two populations (Li, 2008). Hence the heterozygosity in each sub-population denoted Hsb is
given by:
Hsb = 2[kp1q1 + (1− k)p2q2] (1.3.1)
and the heterozygote frequency in the combined population denoted Hwo will be
Hwo = 2p
∗q∗ (1.3.2)
Li(2008) proved that Hwo ≥ Hsb, therefore the heterozygote frequency in the combined
population always increases and varies proportionally with the allele difference |p1 − p2|. The
percentage of increasing the heterozygote frequency by combining sub-populations is given as
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follows:
Fst =
Hwo −Hsb
Hwo
=
2k(1− k)(p1p2)2
Hwo
≈ 2k(1− k)(p1p2)
2
Hsb
=
(p1p2)
2
(p1q1
1−k ) + (
p2q2
k
)
(1.3.3)
This statistic range from 0 (lowest value indicating no differences between the overall population
and the sub-populations) to 1 (maximum value indicating the sub-populations are very isolated
from each other). In practice, the Fst is much less than 1 despite the high differentiation of the
sub-populations. The value of Fst can be dataset specific or marker-specific; the normal
variation between ethnic groups is established when the value of Fst is 10
−1, while a Fst-value
between 10−4 and 10−3 describes variation between regions of an isolated population (Li, 2008).
Recently, Bathia and colleagues (2013) came across the choice of Fst estimator for the purpose
of comparing populations using a series of bi-allelic SNPs. They recommended the estimator of
genetic distance based on the work of Hudson and colleague(1992), as H accounts for
heterozygosity, and for its non-sensitivity to sample size. This estimate is defined as follows:
Fst = 1− Hw
Hb
(1.3.4)
=
(p1 − p2)2(p1(1−p1)n1−1
p2(1−p2)
n2−1 )
p1(1− p2) + p2(1− p1) (1.3.5)
ni and pi are respectively the sample size and the sample allele frequency of the population, Hw
is the mean number of differences within populations and Hb is the mean number of difference
between populations (Bhatia et al., 2013). These are the statistics used in the EIGENSOFT
package to measure genetic distance (Bhatia et al., 2013) and have been applied to investigate
the structure of the Europeans population as illustrated in table (1.1).
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Sp Fr Be UK Sw No Ge Ro Cz Sl Hu Po Ru CEU CHB JPT
Fr 0.0008
Be 0.0015 0.0002
UK 0.0024 0.0006 0.0005
Sw 0.0047 0.0023 0.0018 0.0013
No 0.0047 0.0024 0.0019 0.0014 0.0010
Ge 0.0025 0.0008 0.0005 0.0006 0.0011 0.0016
Ro 0.0023 0.0017 0.0018 0.0028 0.0041 0.0044 0.0016
Cz 0.0033 0.0016 0.0013 0.0014 0.0016 0.0024 0.0003 0.0016
Sl 0.0034 0.0017 0.0015 0.0017 0.0019 0.0026 0.0005 0.0014 0.0001
Hu 0.0030 0.0015 0.0013 0.0016 0.0020 0.0026 0.0004 0.0011 0.0001 0.0001
Po 0.0053 0.0032 0.0028 0.0027 0.0023 0.0034 0.0012 0.0028 0.0004 0.0004 0.0006
Ru 0.0059 0.0037 0.0034 0.0032 0.0025 0.0036 0.0016 0.0030 0.0008 0.0007 0.0009 0.0003
CEU 0.0026 0.0008 0.0005 0.0002 0.0011 0.0012 0.0006 0.0028 0.0014 0.0016 0.0016 0.0026 0.0031
CHB 0.1096 0.1094 0.1093 0.1096 0.1073 0.1081 0.1085 0.1047 0.1080 0.1069 0.1058 0.1086 0.1036 0.1095
JPT 0.1118 0.1116 0.1114 0.1117 0.1095 0.1103 0.1107 0.1068 0.1102 0.1091 0.1079 0.1108 0.1057 0.1117 0.0069
YRI 0.1460 0.1493 0.1496 0.1513 0.1524 0.1531 0.1502 0.1463 0.1503 0.1498 0.1490 0.1520 0.1504 0.1510 0.1901 0.1918
Table 1.1: Fst statistics calculated between each pair of countries taken from the paper of Heat al.(2008).
Spain (Sp), France (Fr), Belgium (Be), Sweden (Sw), Norway (No), Germany (Ge), Romania (Ro),
Czech (Cz),Slovakia (Sl), Hungary (Hu), Poland (Po), Russia (Ru), and the four HapMap cohorts
CEU, CHB, JPT and YRI
1.3.3 Relevance of Human Linkage Disequilibrium
The term linkage disequilibrium (LD) was initially introduced in 1940 to designate the degree of
non-random gametic association of alleles at different loci (Pritchard and Przeworski, 2001;
Mueller, 2004; Slatkin, 2008). LD can also be defined as the correlation between neighbouring
alleles which descend from common ancestral chromosomes (Reich et al., 2001). LD has proven
to play a major role in reconstructing historical events as a result of long-range migrations and
mixture between populations (Pfaff et al., 2001; Loh et al., 2013). LD is useful to detect causal
variants that underlie common and complex diseases particularly in admixed populations
(McKeigue, 1998; Zhu et al., 2004; Patterson et al., 2004; Dries, 2009). For instance, suppose
two bi-allelic loci A and B with their two respective alleles (A1, A2) and (B1, B2), there are
four possible haplotypes (or gametes) in the population A1B1, A1B2, A2B1, and A2B2. The
expected gamete frequency of the haplotype AB is pApB; but if the observed population
frequency of the haplotype block AB is different to pApB, then we conclude that the alleles A
and B are in LD (Hartl and Clark, 1997; Mueller, 2004), otherwise they are noted to be in
linkage equilibrium. In the latter state, the genotypes at the two loci are independent of each
other; this is the concept similar to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium law. Let u1, u2, v1 and v2
be the respective allele frequencies of the alleles A1, A2, B1 and B2, and p11, p12, p21 and p22
be the actual gametic frequencies. Assuming non-random mating the observed gametic
frequencies are defined as:
DA2B2 = p22u2v2
DA2B1 = p21u2v1
DA1B1 = p11u1v1
DA1B2 = p12u1v2
(1.3.6)
We will consider this notation throughout the chapter. Equation (1.3.6) is for a specific pair of
alleles and does not depend on the case of the other alleles, meaning each allele has his own
quantity of LD. As both loci are bi-allelic, the constraint of the opposite sign and coupling phase
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are considered; meaning DA1B1 = -DA1B2 = -DA1A2 = DA2B2 (lewontin, 1974; Slatkin, 2008).
With the increased availability of dense genome-wide data of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs), the study of human evolution has led scholars to ascertain the degree and the level of
LD for the purpose of the association mapping between unlinked loci (McKeigue, 1998;
Chakraborty and Weiss, 1998; Weiss and Clark, 2002). Such studies have important
applications in medical population genetics, particularly in mapping susceptible genes for
complex diseases (McKeigue, 2005; Hirschhorn and Daly, 2003). In addition, LD has range of
applications including evolutionary history and demographic processes to locate mutations
responsible for a particular phenotype. The extent of its presence within a region is likely to
vary in inverse relation to the local recombination rate within that region(Reich et al., 2001;
Mueller, 2004). In such a dynamic, the allele frequencies between sub-populations display
significant differences due to factors such as selection, genetic drift, mutations, or population
admixture throughout the generations (Lonjou et al., 2003; Hartl and Clark, 1997). Several
methods have been proposed to measure the amount of linkage disequilibrium either based on
the frequency of the gametes, or based on the information from genotype data. Here we define
the methods which are widely used. Lewontin (1974) suggested a quantity of LD which scale
the value between -1 and 1 as follows:
D′ =
{
D
min{ui(1−vi),(1−u1)vi} , (D ≥ 0)
D
min{uivi,(1−ui)(1−vi)} , (D < 0)
(1.3.7)
Hill and Robertson (1968), quantify the LD by using the correlation approach:
r2 = Corr(A,B)2 =
D2
u1u2v1v2
(1.3.8)
LD measures are descriptive statistics and its quantity could not indicate whether there is
significant statistical association between alleles in haplotypes. To address this, one can perform
a chi-square test, Fisher exact test or likelihood ratio test to ascertain the significance of the LD
between loci. Assuming the existence of a historical relationship between alleles at two closely
located loci, the gene-specific pattern of linkage disequilibrium will influence the presence of the
trait in the human population and this occurrence will decay gradually in the population by
recombination during meiosis (Pfaff et al., 2001; Reich et al., 2001; Pritchard and Przeworski,
2001). Therefore, the relative allele distributions of an unknown gene and that of a very nearby
marker will be non-random, or in other words, the two are in linkage disequilibrium. Linkage
disequilibrium-based genetic association studies offer a potentially powerful approach for
mapping causal genes (Pritchard and Przeworski, 2001).
1.4 Genomic Admixture
Genomic admixture has become an interesting subject of research in biology for its implication
in population history reconstruction and disease-gene mutations. Admixture comes into
existence when two or more genetically distant populations interbreed (Patterson et al., 2012).
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The resulting admixed population generates a pattern of genetic variation which provides some
information concerning the contribution and the distribution of ancestry along the admixed
chromosome, including the number and time of the admixture events. Its also provides
mutations that arises from the mixture, and possibly the past natural selection. Therefore the
genetic trace of the admixed population needs to be investigated in order to determine what has
happened in the past and how we can project genetic patterns in the future population (Slatkin,
2008).
Figure 1.1: genetic admixture pro-
cess (Saltarin, 2014)
Figure 1.2: genetic variation in hu-
man population (Picture issue from
the paper of Evan Birney and Nicole
Soranzo(2015))
1.4.1 Population Structure
Population genetic structure refers to the heterogeneity in allele frequency among populations
caused by limited gene flow (Dunpanloup et al., 2002; Excoffier et al., 2009). It can be
estimated using hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (Pritchard et al., 2000). The
population structure can provide valuable information regarding the migration patterns, natural
selection, gene flow, and genetic drift of the concerned populations. More importantly, it can
exhibit significant knowledge on human ancestral history. Since the number of admixture blocks
reflects previous ancestral recombination events, the genome of an admixed individual contains
information on the ancestries and past interbreeding events. The analysis of population
structure falls into two different approaches which are widely used in population genetics:
probabilistic-based models and principal component analysis (PCA). Here, we describe the
different models used to study population structure. Both models can be expressed under a
general model as follow: Let G be the genotype matrix expressed in terms of two low-rank
matrices. Assuming that G is the genotype matrix at p SNPs for n individuals with p taking
values in 0, 1, or 2 copies of the reference allele, then the model of population structure can be
defined by
E[G] = α×G (1.4.1)
or by expansion
E[Gij] =
K∑
k=1
αi,kFk,j (1.4.2)
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Here, α is a n×K matrix and F is a K × p matrix. K is the proposed number of ancestral
populations, αi,k is the admixture proportion of individual i in population k, Fk,j is the allele
frequency of the reference allele in population k and E[Gi,j] is the expected gamete frequency
in the admixed individual (Engelhardt and Stephen, 2010). Under the probabilistic-based model,
Pritchard et al. (2000) developed a Bayesian modelling approach, which uses unlinked
genotypes to infer population substructure and implemented it in the software STRUCTURE.
STRUCTURE uses a bayesian approach via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to
infer the presence of distinct populations, assigns individuals to populations, computes
individual ancestry proportions, and estimates ancestral population allele frequencies in admixed
populations. Later, Falush et al. (2003) extended the method to accommodate linked markers.
To apply the above formula, we assume in this model that Gi,j follows a binomial probability
distribution with parameters 2 and ai,j, i.e., Gi,j ∼ B(2, ai,j) where :
ai,j =
K∑
k=1
αi,kPk,j (1.4.3)
Pk,j being the allele frequency of the reference allele in population k and αi,k defined previously.
It follows that
E[Gij] =
K∑
k=1
2αi,kPk,j (1.4.4)
Similar to the model in STRUCTURE, Alexander et al.(2009) developed a method based on
maximum likelihood with the same approach of Pritchard and colleagues under the assumption
of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
L(Q,F ) =
∑
i
∑
j
(
gi,jln
∑
k
qi,kfk,j + (2− gi,j)ln
∑
k
qi,k(1− fk,j)
)
(1.4.5)
L is the value of the maximum likelihood, which depends on the Q matrix proportion of
contribution of ancestry, and F the allele frequencies of each individual, modelled as the mixture
of the q fractions of ancestral population at the allelic frequency f at locus j of individual i in
the genotype matrix g. Since these methods provide information on the parameter of interest,
they can also be computationally costly when it comes to large datasets with many different
populations. Recently, ChromoPainter and fineSTRUCTURE developed by Lawson and
colleagues (Lawson et al., 2012) make use of the haplotype structure to infer the Personal
Components(PCs) and population structure respectively. FineSTRUCTURE and ChromoPainter
make use of the Li and Stephens algorithm (Li and Stephens, 2003) to cluster admixed
individuals identified as ”recipients” that have a similar genetic make-up to other sampled
individuals and identified as ”donors” within the ancestral populations. This process, called
”chromosome painting”, assumes that chunks of every admixed individual provide independent
information about ancestry and that for every individual haplotype in the admixed population,
at each locus there exists one or more closest haplotype relative in the sample ancestral
population that closely matches them (Lawson et al., 2012; Hellenthal et al., 2014). The model
aims to partition the dataset into K groups with indiscernible genetic ancestry, and utilizes a
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Bayesian approach combined to the Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) model to generate the
coancestry matrix. Mathematically, let K be the number of clusters where all the donor
populations will be placed, we define a the recipient population and b the donor population with
their respective total number of individuals na and nb. The total number of chunks in
population a that come from population b is given as follows:
xab =
∑
i∈a,j∈b
xij (1.4.6)
where i, j are individuals in each population. For each individuals i, j in population a,b
respectively, the probability that a single chunk is donated to individual i from individual j is Pab
nˆb
where nˆb = nb if a 6= b and nˆb = nb-1 if not. Since the chunks are independent, therefore the
overall likelihood of the coancestry matrix X given the distribution of the chunks P is defined
as follows:
p(X|P ) =
K∏
na,nb=1
(
Pab
nˆb
)xab
(1.4.7)
Pab is the coancestry matrix that gives the proportion of chunks from any individual in
population a that come from population b with 1≤ a, b≤ K. Pab follows the Diriclet probability
distribution with parameter βab, i.e., Pab ∼ D(βab) in which βab represents the rate of chunks of
population a coming from population b as given below:
βab =

1−F
F
Vb
N
N−1 if a 6= b
(1 + σ)1−F
F
Vb
N
N−1
na−1
na
if a = b
(1.4.8)
(1+σ) is the population growth, 1−F
F
is the shared variance analogous to the correlated allele
frequency defined in the paper of Falush et al.(2003) and N is a sample number of individuals
that will help us for adjustment because individuals do not act as donors to themselves.
The principal components approach is used to derive a 2 or more dimensional scatter plot of
individuals such that the genetic distances among individuals may be reflected by the
geometrical distances among individual genotypes (Price et al., 2006a; Patterson et al., 2006).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) aims to project the individuals into a low-dimensional
subspace with orthogonal axes in such a manner that there may be genetic similarities among
them in their projected locations (Engelhardt and Stephen, 2010). The principal component
reduces the shape of data to clarify the link between breeding materials into explainable fewer
dimensions and to make new variables. These new variables are pictured as different non
correlating groups. It is expected that the first few axes will explain a large sum of the
variations captured by the genotypes (Price et al., 2006a; Aremu, 2011). Initially, PCA was
used to summarize allele-frequency data collected from worldwide populations of humans
(Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994). Cluster and principal component analysis can be jointly used to
explain the variations in breeding materials as well as in genetic diversity studies. In 2006, Price
and colleagues developed a method of PCA which accounts for continuous population
stratification in association studies from the genotype data (Price et al., 2006a; Novembre and
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Stephens, 2008). The method has been implemented in the software package EIGENSTRAT
and is called the Eigenstrat method. The results of PC projections can be interpreted in various
area including continuous demographic processes, geographical isolation and admixture
(McVean, 2009).
To elucidate the PCA, we have said previously that the general model is based on equation
(1.4.1) , but here Gij follow the Normal Distribution with mean αij Fij and variance Ψ
−1, i.e.
Gij ∼ N(αij Fij;Ψ−1) where Ψ−1 is the residual variance of the distribution α× F . Further, we
maximize the model with respect to the parameters α, F and β subject to the constraint which
includes the K columns of α verifying αTα diagonal and K columns of F verifying F TF = In
with In the Identity matrix of order n. The columns α and the rows F provide the principal
components (PCs) and the corresponding PC entries (Price et al., 2006a; Patterson et al.,
2006; Engelhardt and Stephen, 2010; Ma and Amos, 2012).
1.4.2 Local Ancestry Inference
During the admixture process, after generations, the chromosomes of the descendant of the
admixed individual are broken into chromosomal segments (or blocks) of different ancestry with
different sizes; this may provide some information about the time of the admixture occurrence
and the points of ancestry along the genome of the admixed offspring (Pugach et al., 2011). As
stated ealier above, local ancestry regions of an individual include 0, 1, or 2 copies of alleles
derived from each contributing population (Liu et al., 2013; Thornton and Bermejo, 2014). It
helps to investigate the presence of recent selection and to analyse the pattern of variation in
recombination rates (Baran et al., 2012; Bhatia et al., 2011), as well as to map genes that show
ethnic differences in disease risk (Pasaniuc et al., 2011; Chimusa et al., 2013). In local ancestry
inference, each chromosome in an individuals genome exhibits a combination of segments that
originate from different ancestral populations and the goal is to find the ancestral population of
origin at each position.
Price et al.(2009) have developed a method incorporated into HAPMIX that applies a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to compute a probabilistic estimate of ancestry at each locus; HAPMIX
takes as input a recombination map for the regions to be analysed, phased ”parental”
chromosomes from two reference populations, and ”offspring” data from the admixed
population being analysed. However, the running time of HAPMIX is long and its conception
has been designed solely for a mixture of two references populations. Baran et al. (2012)
implemented a method incorporated into LAMP-LD which infers local ancestry by leveraging
the haplotype structure of the ancestral populations. The method employs a window-based
process followed by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with fixed-size state space and no
recombinations. LAMP-LD has the advantage that it runs faster than the previous HMM-based
methods such as HAPMIX, and it can infer ancestry in a multi-way admixture case (2, 3 or 5
ancestries). WINPOP (Pasaniuc et al., 2009) modifies the original LAMP framework and uses a
refined model of recombination events and an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to
improve local ancestry inference for situations where ancestral populations are closely related.
Let A= (Q, σ, e) where Q is the set of states composed of disjointed sets Qi i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , L at
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SNPs i, with initial state Q0=a0, σ is the transition probability function, and e is the emission
probability function. We define L as the length of the window(set of SNPs). As a result, there
are S× L states in the model with e the probability of emission of each reference or minor allele.
If we define S, the number of a fixed state space, then all the Qi have the condition that |Qi| =
|Qj| = S for i, j in 0, 1, . . . , L, i 6= j. σ(a, a′) represents the transition probability function from
state a at SNP j to state a’ at SNP (j+1) such that
∑
a′ σj(a, a’) = 1, then ej(a,0) = 1- ej(a,
1). Considering H= h1h2h3 . . . hn the observed haplotype, then the probability to observe H
given the model A is defined below:
P (H|A) =
∑
f
σ0(a0, f1)× e1(f1, h1)
L∏
i=2
Si(fi−1, fi)ei(fi, Hi) (1.4.9)
Where the sum can be taken across all paths of state f= f1f2f3 . . . fn (Baran et al., 2012).
From the above equation (1.4.9) we define, within the genome non-overlapping windows w= [i,
i+L) setting over SNPs i to i+L. The model assumes that there are no crossovers that change
ancestry occurring within the window and we constrain all crossovers to occur at the boundary
of two consecutive windows. If we define Sw =(M1w,M2w) the pairs of ancestry states for each
window w across the genome, then we will apply the HMM of this ancestral population
separately across the genome with
(
K
2
)
possible states corresponding to the pair of ancestries
Sw. Therefore, each state Sw emits a probability Gw by
sum(M1w,M2w)P(H1w|M1w)P(H2w|M2w) where P(H1w|M1w) is the probability of emitting the
haplotype segment H1w under the Hidden Markov Model for ancestry M1 based on equation
(1.4.9) with a pair of haplotype (H1w, H2w) compatible with Gw. Then, the transition
probability from state (M1w,M2w) to state (M1w′ ,M2w′) where w’ =[i+ L, i+ 2× L) is given
as follows:
P (Mw,M
′
w) =

θ = 10−8 ×B if unordered ancestry pairs (M1w,M2w) and (M1w,M2w) differ by one ancestry
θ2 if both ancestries differ
1− 2θ − 3θ2 if the respective ancestry pairs are the same
(1.4.10)
B is the length in base-pairs between windows.
1.5 Genome-wide Data: Current Challenges and
Opportunities
The amount of genome-wide data has increased massively over recent years with rapid advances
in sequencing technologies. Through this data, we can anticipate new ancestry inference as well
as refining new inference methods in order to take advantage of all the information found within
the chromosome. Studying populations with mixed ancestry has become useful to identify
complex traits, but it is important to consider the current challenges that genome-wide data is
facing and some opportunities to remedy the situation (Padhukasahasram, 2014). One of the
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current challenges is the access to the maximum amount of information within the genome to
better infer the ancestry (Medina-Gomez et al., 2015). Moreover, since a decade, genome-wide
association studies mainly focused on populations of European ancestry descend. According to
Medina-Gomez and colleagues (2015), among the 1734 GWAS papers indexed in the GWAS
catalogue, 66 included individuals from European ancestry, 34 included Non-Europeans only
(most of these carried out in Asian populations), and 12 included both Europeans and
Non-European individuals. Given the fact that Africa is the home land of the human species,
the continent is characterized by high levels of haplotype diversity and low levels of LD, and this
has both advantages and disadvantages from a statistical genetics perspective. Despite the fact
that it is possible to map causal variants with efficient tools, screening the genome using
current SNP genotyping approaches is challenging for disease associations due to the low level
of LD. With the inclusion of African genetic data, one can address study design in the conduct
of GWAS. However, interpreting data in African populations can be challenging when it comes
to ascertaining the markers due to decrease levels of tag-SNP transferability and genotype
imputation error (Peprah et al., 2015; Tishkoff and Verrelli, 2003). These challenges, open
opportunities to involve more multi-ethnic populations, particularly African to increase the
power in association in studies and the understanding of human variation.
1.6 Overview of Genomic Dating
Studies of admixed populations have become of increasing interest for population geneticists
because of the inference of population history and past demographic processes. A key
parameter of interest to quantify in this field is the date of the mixture between two or more
populations. One of the features of human evolution is the migrations of populations from one
place to another which yields human mixture with other populations. During the mixture
process, the chromosomes of the new generation contain continuous blocks inherited from
parental populations that will breakdown through successive generations. Methods of ancestry
inference explicitly infer these blocks, so that, based on the distribution of ancestry block
length, we can determine the time of admixture. However, a major limitation is that pinpointing
ancestry along the genome of a complex multi-way admixed population such as the South
African Coloured population is currently an unsolved problem (Chimusa et al., 2013). Existing
methods may attain high accuracy on average but may suffer from spurious deviations in
average local ancestry at particular regions (e.g. regions in which the modelled ancestral
population is unusually different from the true ancestral population due to the historical action
of natural selection). These spurious deviations may lead to bias in dating admixture event.
Addition for case-control studies, these deviations would be present in both affected and
unaffected individuals, and would lead to spurious mapping of genes underlying ethnic difference
in disease risk.
Recent work has shown the utility to date admixture events through LD statistics, by fitting an
exponential decay for the admixture LD with the genetic distance (Moorjani et al., 2011;
Patterson et al., 2012; Loh et al., 2013). Others made use of the haplotype approach by
assigning haplotype segments of the admixed individual to those that closely match the
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ancestral populations, and plot the genetic distance against a measure of how often a pair of
haplotype chunks separated by this distance come from each respective donor in the ancestral
population. They consequently fit an exponential distribution with unknown rate λ, which is the
estimate of the date of admixture(Lawson et al., 2012; Hellenthal et al., 2014).
Some scholars use a PCA-based approach to obtain the block-like admixture signal across each
chromosome for each parental population and through the width of the admixture block, the
time since admixture is inferred by comparison with the obtained frequency estimate from
simulated data(Pugach et al., 2011; Sanderson et al., 2015). The details of the aforementioned
approach will be discussed in the next chapter. Xu and colleagues analysed the genetic
admixture in the Uygurs, using the breakpoint recombination approach (Xu et al., 2008) to
estimate the date of admixture, assuming a two-way single point admixture. Recently, Jin and
colleagues (2012) derived a method describing the admixture dynamics in order to infer distinct
admixture events by taking into account distinct admixture models: the Hybrid Isolated model
(HI), the Gradual Admixture model (GA) and the Continuous Gene Flow model (CGF). Later,
they inferred a theoretical distribution of ancestral tracks under HI and GA models (Jin et al.,
2014; Ni et al., 2016).They suggested a method that describes the ancestry history dealing with
multiple ancestral populations and multiples waves of admixtures by exhibiting the length of
ancestral tracks and using the Akaike information criterion or the likelihood ratio test to select
the best admixture model developed by Jin and colleagues previously. For this, they estimated
the date of admixture. However, the capability to infer population history is greatly influenced
by the kind of input data we have for admixture dating inference; so it is important to use an
appropriate method depending on the pattern and the dynamic of the admixture to infer
ancestry (Padhukasahasram, 2014). The next chapter describes some of the existing methods.
the outline of the project is presented as follow:
In chapter 2, we review various admixture dating methods with mathematical description. The
object of chapter 3 will be to evaluate some of these tools of admixture dating which include
ROLLOFF, ALDER, stepPCO and GLOBETROTTER using 2-way single point, 3-way single
point and 3-way multi-point approach taking data from the HapMap project phase 3. We will
perform various simulations based on a pipeline created for this project. In chapter 4, we will
apply the best methods into real data which include Africans Americans, Mexicans Americans
and Luhya from the 1000 Genome Project Phase 3. Finally, chapter 5 will focus on the
conclusion and the discussion of the project.
2. Models of Dating Admixture Events
2.1 Overview
With the advent of genome sequencing and the development of computational tools, various
methods to date the admixture events have been developed. These methods are utilizing the
information from the genome of current populations and are presenting the equivalent ancient
populations known to be involved in the admixture processes. In this chapter, we describe some
of the existing methods of dating the admixture events based on various approaches which
include the haplotype-based (Hellenthal et al., 2014), the linkage disequilibrium-based (Moorjani
et al., 2011; Loh, 2013), the principal component Analysis(PCA)-based (Pugach et al., 2011)
and the ancestry block-size distribution(or tract length)-based (Xu et al., 2008; Gravel, 2012).
2.2 The Principal Component-based Method
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a tool or a statistical technique which detects and
adjusts population stratification on genome-wide analysis scale (Price et al., 2006a; Patterson
et al., 2006). PCA simplifies complex data by detecting new variables (principal components)
which are linear combination of the original variables in a multidimensional data set and cluster
individuals into groups reflecting their genetic heritage. If data are well standardized, those
principal components are the directions whereby the sample population shows the greatest
variation. This technique has been used to illustrate population-specific variation that may have
risen as a result of varying frequencies of minor alleles in genetically distant ancestries
(Patterson et al., 2006; Pritchard et al., 2000) as well as to model ancestry difference between
cases and controls (Ringner, 2008). Application of PCA also include the analysis of microarray
data in search of outlier genes (Price et al., 2006b) as well as the analysis of other types of
expression data (Ringner, 2008).
The PCA-method for dating admixture is decomposed unto two analytic parts. First, it applies
stepwise principal component analysis (stepPCO) to pick up the block-like admixture signal
across each chromosome of each individual in the admixed population in order to determine the
structure of the population. This is done in such a way that the result is introduced into a new
method that estimates the date of admixture. StepPCO (Pugach et al., 2011), generates the
above block-like signal and computes the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to estimate
frequencies (width) and position as sum of waves within each signal. The dominant frequency,
which is an indirect estimate of the average width of the admixture block, is compared to the
obtained one, and generated from data simulation using the admixture rate observed in the
empirical data (Pugach et al., 2011; Sanderson et al., 2015). However, this method could not
be extended to multi-way admixture. Nevertheless, one should note that the utilization of
phased data in this method derive haplotypes with significant switch errors at the level of the
entire chromosome (Pugach et al., 2011).
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The value of the dominant frequency could be underestimated if the ancestral populations are
very close to each other (Pugach et al., 2011). Mathematically, let e be an individual
chromosome, e is defined by the collection of coordinates (ei)Ni=1 where N is the total number
of SNPs in the chromosome e. Each ei takes the value −1 or 1 if the SNP is homozygote and 0
if heterozygote. Let E be a real N-dimensional vector space with canonical basis. We define w,
a sliding window along each chromosome referring to the contiguous sub-range of SNPs as
follows:
w = {wfirst, wfirst + 1, . . . , wlast − 1, wlast}, (2.2.1)
. If A is an axis of the space E spanned with a non-zero vector with positive components ~u =
(ai)i∈w, given w and e, the measurement of relation between them with respect to the axis A is
defined as follows:
Mw(e) =
∑
i∈w aiei∑
i∈w |ai|
, (2.2.2)
Note that the choice of the spanning vector ~u does not influence the resulting value of Mw.
Given x, a particular physical position along the chromosome, we say that w is centered at a
point x with width l if it encompasses all the SNPs that are situated within the distance l
2
from
x as follows:
wl(x) =
{
w : |x− pw| ≤ 1
2
}
; where pw is the physical position of the SNPs w. (2.2.3)
Consider an admixed population R with two ancestral population P and Q, we define the
principal axis A1 spanned by a non-zero vector with coordinate (ai)i∈w, let denote PC1 the first
principal component with its coordinates for the parental populations P and Q. We find the
average value of SNPs within each window using the coefficients of the first principal
component PC1 as weights. We normalize it so that the ancestral populations may correspond
to values with means of 1 and −1 respectively. The stepPCO signal of an individual
chromosome e from the admixed population R is a vector of measurement defined by
S = (Mwk(e))
K
k=1 (2.2.4)
where K is the number of windows (sufficiently large as a power of 2) and wk is the window
centred at xk. The segment’s size of the chromosome r which corresponds to the bin that
belongs to one of the ancestral populations is given by each component of the vector S.
The second part of the stepPCO method deals with the wavelet transform analysis which
provides a decomposition of the data in terms of location along the genome on the x-axis and
wavelet scale on the y-axis. Consider a 2L-dimensional vector space V = R2L in which we
define a scalar product:
〈(ui), (vi)〉 =
2L∑
i=1
uivi (2.2.5)
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The wavelet (ωl, p) which is normal to the system 2
L − 1 vectors in V , is an orthogonal basis of
the vector space V (V is indexed by the level l = 1, 2, . . . , L and the position
p = 1, 2, . . . , 2l−1). The coefficient of the wavelet is defined as follows:
(ωl, p)k =

1, if (p− 1)2L−l+1 + 1 ≤ k ≤ 2L−l+1 + 2L−l,
−1, if (p− 1)2L−l+1 + 2L−l + 1 ≤ k ≤ p2L−l+1,
0, otherwise.
(2.2.6)
For γ = (γi)
2L
i=1 a discrete time signal, we define filters which its wavelet have to pass for
efficient evaluation to obtain at each step the wavelet coefficient at each level and a
down-sampled signal for the next evaluation. This filter is defined by:
For k = 1, . . . , 2L−1
{
γ′k =
1
2
(γ2k + γ2k−1), low pass filter,
wtL,k(γ) =
1
2
(γ2k + γ2k−1), high pass filter,
For k = 1, . . . , 2L−2
{
γ′′k =
1
2
(γ′2k + γ
′
2k−1), low pass filter,
wtL−1,k(γ) = 12(γ
′
2k + γ
′
2k−1), high pass filter,
(2.2.7)
After filtering, the signal γ will be written as a linear combination of the wavelet coefficient plus
an additional value called (γaverage) which corresponds to the aggregate value of γ as written
below:
γ = γaverage
1...
1
+∑
l,k
wtl,k(γ)ωl,k, (2.2.8)
The above equation correspond to the inverse wavelet transform iwt given by:
γ = iwt(wtl,k, γaverage) (2.2.9)
A wavelet scale that has high frequency values, exhibits the noise of the signal and needs to be
removed completely by considering a collection (tl,k) of the threshold level, one for each of the
wavelets in the wavelet decomposition. A threshold filter T is defined as follows
w˜t = T(wt), where (2.2.10)
w˜tl,k =
{
0 if |wtl,k| ≤ tl,k,
wtl,k otherwise.
(2.2.11)
Having the discrete signal γ and its corresponding wavelet coefficient wtl,k, one can compute its
wavelet summary by averaging its wavelet coefficient at each level as given below:
sl =
∑2l
k=1 |wtl,k|
2l
, l = 1, 2, . . . , L. (2.2.12)
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and henceforth deduct the wavelet ”center” which is the average over all the scales of all the
wavelets as follows :
C(γ) =
∑L
l=1(l × sl)∑L
l=1 sl
. (2.2.13)
This wavelet ”center” is the indirect measure of the average width of admixture blocks.
Practically, the wavelet scale value depends on the length of the chromosome and stepPCO’s
manual suggests a maximum scale of 7, 6 and 5 for chromosomes 1 to 5, 6 to 20 and 21 to 22,
respectively (Pugach et al., 2011).
While Pugach and colleagues (2011) introduced the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
Sanderson et al.(2015) extended the method of Pugach by introducing the Maximal Overlap
Discrete Wavelet Transform (MODWT), which compute the Average block size metric (ABS).
This measure estimates the time of an admixture event using the local ancestry along the
genome. This method improves the statistical power to differentiate between admixture
processes. Compared to stepPCO, the method has the advantage of fewer running time, but
offers reduced uncertainty in model parameter estimates. In contrast to stepPCO, to compute
the wavelet summary, it does not make use of the scale as the threshold, and it is limited only
to two-way admixture (Sanderson et al., 2015).
2.3 Linkage Disequilibrium-based Method
During the admixture process, gene flow between ancestral populations in the admixed
population displays linkage disequilibrium (or allelic correlation) relative to the ancestral
population and the rate of decay of the linkage disequilibrium(LD) depends on the proportion of
admixture, the recombination rate and the time since admixture occurred. Various methods
have used this approach to estimate this time.
Moorjani and colleagues (2011) developed ROLLOFF (Moorjani et al., 2011) which computes
the weighted correlation between a pair of SNPs that reveals their allele frequency
differentiation in the ancestral populations. The method obtains an estimate of the time since
admixture happened by exploring the change in this correlation with increasing the genetic
distance among these markers. Further, ROLLOFF fits an exponential distribution to the decay
of the correlation by least-squares.
Mathematically, given diploid SNPs x1 and x2 with their respective alleles frequencies w(x1)
and w(x2) separated by a distance d Morgans, We define the allele frequency difference
between two ancestral populations as a weight function w(x1, x2). Assuming that they are in
LD, let define z(x1, x2) the covariance between SNPs x1 and x2, as we will explain below. We
then compute the linkage disequilibrium statistic. This covariance is expected to be positive, is
correlated to the product weight function w(x1) · w(x2); and the correlation coefficient, and is
proportional to e−nd where n is the rate of decay interpreted as the admixture date in
generations Moorjani et al. (2013).
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In the presence of no missing data in the individual genotype:
1. The method first computes the Pearson correlation ρ for the diploid genotype at SNPs x1
and x2.
2. Let N be the size of the population genotypes when there is no missing data; the
covariance is given by
z(x1, x2) =
√
Nρ, where N ≥ 4, (2.3.1)
If we succeed to ”prune” ρ to fall within [−0.9, 0.9] then we apply the Fisher z-transform
to tail the behaviour of z by :
z(x1, x2) =
√
N − 3
2
log
(
1 + ρ
1− ρ
)
, (2.3.2)
3. The method computes the measure of correlation between the pair of SNPs x1 and x2 as
follows :
R(d) =
∑
|x1−x2|=dw(x1)w(x2)z(x1, x2)[∑
|x1−x2|=d(w(x1)w(x2))
2
∑
|x1−x2|=d(z(x1, x2))
2
]1/2 , (2.3.3)
The value of R(d) is the measure of LD due to population mixture (Moorjani, 2013).
After computing R(d) between all pairs of SNPs x1 and x2, we obtain the date through the
fitting of an exponential decay with an affine term as defined below :
R(d) ≈ R0e−nd + c, (2.3.4)
and n is the estimated number of generations since admixture (Patterson et al., 2012; Loh
et al., 2013). This method has been incorporated into ROLLOFF in the ADMIXTOOL package
developed by Moorjani and colleagues.
After this method, Loh et al.(2013) extended the work of ROLLOFF and developed ALDER.
ALDER computes a new LD statistic but maintain the same methodology as ROLLOFF. Given
the same approach as defined in ROLLOFF, the new LD statistic is defined as follows :
A(d) =
∑
x1,x2∈S(d)w(x1)w(x2)z(x1, x2)
|S(d)| , (2.3.5)
where S(d) is the set of all pairs of SNPs given by
S(d) =
[
(x1, x2) : −d+ x < x1 − x2 < d− x
]
, (2.3.6)
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where x is a discretization parameter (Loh et al., 2013; Moorjani et al., 2011, 2013).
This new LD statistic (equation (2.3.5)) removes the bias in the estimated date of admixture,
and makes the computation more flexible such that the admixture proportion in ALDER is
related to the amplitude in the exponential decay fitting (Loh et al., 2013; Moorjani, 2013).
All these methods compute the estimate but are limited to two-way admixture. Pickrell et al.
(2014), extended the method of ALDER to create a method that addresses multiple admixture
events (as a mixture exponential decay) in the population’s history using background linkage
disequilibrium. The fit performs well when the model found older admixture events, but for
recent admixture, the exponential decay fitting curves of the data becomes poor (Pickrell and
Reich, 2014). Theoretically, the model curve is defined by :
aij(d) = Kij +
n∑
k=1
(
mijk exp (−tkd˙)) + eij(d) (2.3.7)
where aij is the weighted LD statistic between each pair of population i and j, Kij is the affine
term estimated for each pair of populations, Cijk is the amplitude of the k
th exponential term
for populations i and j, tk is the estimated number of generations at the k
th admixture event,
eij is the error in fitting curve between populations i and j following the normal distribution and
d is the genetic distance (Pickrell and Reich, 2014).
2.4 The Haplotype-based Method
The haplotype-based method makes use of the haplotypes, which are more informative for
ancestry than individual markers.The haplotype method came as a result of one of the weakness
of the linkage disequilibrium method which does not really capture all information about
ancestry in data from genome sequencing. Price et al. (2009), therefore developed HAPMIX to
estimate the time since admixture occurred. The method is based on the number of calculated
ancestry transitions, that is the number of breakpoints. HAPMIX determines whether the
admixed descendant has 0, 1 or 2 of alleles of a particular ancestry at a given locus by viewing
each haplotype block as a representative sample from the predefined ancestry and computes the
likelihood of the haplotype of the admixed individual coming from one reference population
versus others.
Using a Hidden Markov Model(HMM) assumption for a given state, the likelihood of an
observed allele in an admixed individual genome is given by :
p∗ijk(s) =
{
θiδ(tjk = 0) + (1− θi)δ(tjk = 1) if i = j
θ3δ(tjk = 0) + (1− θ3)δ(tjk = 1) if i 6= j
(2.4.1)
where θi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the mutation parameters, s is the offspring chromosomal haplotype
site, tjk denote if at genotyped SNPs, an individual k from the offspring s copy a segment of
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genome from a reference population j, and δ is the probability for a copy of ancestry genotype
segment of an individual k to have a single pair of haplotypes (Price et al., 2009). The point
estimate λ of the number of generations is given by:
λˆ =
N
4µ(1− µ)× ϑ (2.4.2)
where ϑ is the total Morgan length, µ the proportion of admixture, and N the ancestry
transition, which is the observed number of breakpoints (Price et al., 2009). One should note
that HAPMIX uses locus-specific ancestry to date the admixture, and the above formula of the
estimate of the date of admixture depends on the number of ancestry transitions based on a
Hidden Markov model(HMM). However, Pugach and colleagues (2011) criticized this technique
of inferring the population history based on the number of breakpoints, emphasizing that the
formula for estimating the date of admixture from the HAPMIX method should expect that the
date increases linearly as the number of breakpoints increases, which is in contrast to the results
from studies of the admixture in the Mozabites (Pugach et al., 2011). Nevertheless, this
technique stabilizes the number of breakpoints leading to underestimate admixture dates.
Furthermore, in the case of closed-related population, there is a need to have enough power to
reliably assign chromosomal segments to an ancestral population by defining large genomic
windows, which correspondingly reduces detection of closely-spaced breakpoints (Pugach et al.,
2011).
Later, Hellenthal et al.(2014) developed the software GLOBETROTTER based on the works of
Lawson et al.(2012), which also uses haplotype-based method to infer the time since admixture
occurred. This approach considers each individual in a sample as a recipient, whose
chromosomes are reconstructed using chunks of DNA donated by the other individuals. The
first part of this method (CHROMOPAINTER) uses a Hidden Markov Model to break down the
chromosomes of each individual from the admixed population into ”chunks”. In addition, based
on similarity, it assigns each chunk to a single individual from one of the ancestral populations.
In the second part, the GLOBETROTTER method assigns haplotype segments of the admixed
populations to different ancestral populations, and identifies and infers the admixture which
employs the co-distribution of such segments from different ancestral populations (Lawson
et al., 2012; Hellenthal et al., 2014). For each pair of ancestral populations, an exponential
decay distribution curve, which quantifies each genetic distance, determine how often a pair of
haplotype chunks, separated by the genetic distance, comes from each pair of populations.
The decay rates of these curves are utilized to ascertain whether or not an admixture event
occurred and to infer its time. Meanwhile the proportion contribution of the ancestries are
determined by the amplitude of the curve. In the case of the evidence of admixture,
GLOBETROTTER further examines whether the data fits a single exponential decay (i.e.
one-point admixture event), or a combination of exponential decays (i.e., several admixture
events or continuous admixture over a longer period). To describe this, let λ be the rate of
decay assuming a single time point mixture model where two populations interbreed at a
particular point of time λ defined above. By the time admixture occurred, for each pair of
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ancestral groups (M,N) separated by a genetic distance d, the coancestry vector vMN(d) from
the CHROMOPAINTER output is labelled and weighted to a new coancestry ΨMN(d) and from
there we fit the observed coancestry curve defined by :
ΨMN(d) = τMN + σMN × e−λd (2.4.3)
λ is interpreted as the date of admixture derived from the fitting of the coancestry curve. The
parameters ˆτMN , ˆσMN and λˆ can be estimated trough the minimization of the square errors sum∑
(M,N)
∑
d
(ΨMN(d)− τMN − σMN × e−λd)2 (2.4.4)
GLOBETROTTER also suggests two important clusters of admixture, each may be composed
from several populations, which together represent the genetic structure of the ancestral
population. The exchange of genes can be distinguished through multi-marker haplotype data
by changing migration rate over time. However, the difficulty to infer older dates of admixture
resides in the fact that haplotype-based method needs to model background LD properly to
avoid biased estimates (Moorjani, 2013; Pool and Nielsen, 2009).
2.5 Ancestry Block-size Distribution Method (Track
Length)
The local ancestry approaches analyses the chromosomes in the admixed individual aiming to
identify blocks of ancestry inherited directly from each parental population. As recombination
breaks down ancestry blocks through successive generations, it is possible to infer the time of
admixture from the track length distribution (Tang et al., 2006; Sankararaman et al., 2008;
Price et al., 2009; Lawson et al., 2012; Loh et al., 2013).
Inferring the history of populations using the ancestral block was primarily developed by Pool
and Nielsen (2009), in order to determine the distribution of ancestral blocks on a the basis of a
single point of admixture. The method assumes that migrant tracks do not recombine together
and irrealistically, ignores the effect of the end of the chromosome. After a number of
generations t from the advent of admixture, the distribution of the track length follows an
exponential distribution with means 1
t
given by the equation below :
f(x, t) = te−tx, t is the number of generations and x is the length of an admixture tract.
(2.5.1)
Gravel (2012) applied the same study to multiple ancestral populations, but these methods
demand accurate identification of the boundaries of admixture segments, which is not always
available for fitting the distribution of ancestral segments. Jin and colleagues (2012) developed
a method to unravel the admixture dynamics in order to infer distinct admixture events by
taking into account distinct admixture models (Figure (2.1)) including the Hybrid Isolated
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model (HI), Gradual Admixture model (GA) and the Continuous Gene Flow model (CGF). They
later inferred the theoretical distributions of ancestral tracks under the HI and GA models (Jin
et al., 2012, 2014).
Figure 2.1: Different Admixture Model from the paper of Jin et al. (2012).
Jin et al.(2014) improved the equation suggested by Pool and Nielsen by including the
population proportion from the ancestral population under a two-way admixture process
considering the Hybrid isolation(HI) model and the gradual admixture(GA) model. According to
Jin et al.(2014), if two populations A and B interbred at a particular time in the past, the
recombination broke down the chromosome into different pieces or tracts of distinct parental
populations. The probability that a given ancestral segment from population A could recombine
with those from the same parental population was m and the probability that a given ancestral
segment from population A could recombine with those from population B is (1-m) (Gravel,
2012; Jin et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2016). The distribution of the length of ancestral chromosomal
segments (tracts) after T generations under the HI model follows an exponential distribution
with means 1
(1−m)T as given below:
f(x, t) = (1−m)Te−(1−m)Tx. (2.5.2)
Under the GA model, when a chromosome from population A contributes a proportion of
admixture m (the contribution of the population B will be (1−m)), t generations ago
(1 ≤ t ≤ T ), the relative gene flow at each generation from population A will be m
t
(respectively 1−m
t
for population B). Assuming that the chromosome ends of the population are
ignored, therefore we expect the chromosome of population A during the gene flow to split into
(1−m)t pieces per unit length
f(x, t) =
∫ T
0
(1−m)te−(1−m)tx(1−m)tdt∫ T
0
(1−m)tdt
. (2.5.3)
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To infer the date of admixture, one needs to quantify the genetic contribution of each ancestry
and the pattern of ancestral chromosomal segments using available software such as HAPMIX.
However limitations arise especially with the assumption of infinite length of chromosomes in
the theoretical framework and also in the fact that the method deals with two-way admixture
(Jin et al., 2014). Ni et al.(2016) extended the method of Jin and colleagues and suggested one
that describes the ancestry history for multiple ancestral populations and multiple waves of
admixture. The method identifies the length of ancestral tracks and uses the Akaike information
criterion or the likelihood ratio test to select the best admixture model developed by Jin and
colleagues previously, and consequently estimate the date of admixture. However, its limitation
lies in how to identify the correct model in the cases of recent admixture and minor ancestral
proportions. Ni and colleagues described the model distribution of ancestral tracts based on the
continuous gene flow (CGF) model whereby the ancestral populations can contribute either in
one pulse or in a continuous pulse. This model can be subdivided into two cases:
1. The continuous gene flow donor (CGFD) model for one pulse contribution.
2. The continuous gene flow recipient (CGFR) model for the continuous contribution of one
parental population.
For the CGFR model, assuming that the gene flow descends from population B, the ancestry
proportion for the parental population is given by m
1
T for population A at the first generation
and 0 for the rest of the generations and for population B, the ancestral contribution is given by
1−m 1T for 2 ≤ t ≤ T . Then, the distribution of ancestral tracts for the two ancestral
populations is given by :
f1(x, t) =
(
T − (1−m)m
1
T
1−m 1T
)
exp
(
− x
(
T − (1−m)m
1
T
1−m 1T
))
for population A . (2.5.4)
f2(x, t) =
∑T
t=1m
−t
T
(
m
t
T −m (T+1)T
)2
exp
(
− x
(
m
t
T −m
(T+1)
T
1−m 1T
))
∑T
t=1(1−m
(T+1−t)
T )(1−m 1T )
for population B . (2.5.5)
To derive the distribution of the ancestral tract for the continuous gene flow donor (CGFD)
model, one needs to replace m by 1−m in the equation (2.5.5) to yield those for population B
and A respectively (Ni et al., 2016).
To estimate the time T, we first need to infer the ancestral tracts and calculate the estimate of
admixture proportion mˆ by dividing the total length of tracks from population A by the total
length of tracks assuming a model of admixture. After that, we use the Akaike information
Criterion (AIC) to select the optimal model of the admixture process which include the HI, GA,
CGFD and CGFR models, and then maximize the likelihoods of the optimal model to estimate
the optimal time Tˆ (Ni et al., 2016). This method is incorporated in the software Admixinfer
developed by Ni and colleagues.
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After reviewing various available methods from the literature, in the next chapter, we will assess
some of the methods of admixture dating, which include ROLLOFF, ALDER, stepPCO and
GLOBETROTTER.
3. Assessment of Different Admixture
Dating Methods
3.1 Introduction
With the increased availability of high-throughput genetic data, several studies have revealed
that many world populations are admixed as a result of migrations pattern and genetic drift
(Pickrell and Pritchard, 2012; Price et al., 2007; Patterson et al., 2012; Baran et al., 2012). As
described in previous chapter, some researchers have attempted to develop admixture dating
methods to estimate the admixture events based on either 2-way or 3-way admixture scenarios
(Pugach et al., 2011; Moorjani et al., 2013; Gravel et al., 2011; Hellenthal et al., 2014; Jin
et al., 2012), but very few studies have focused on the assessment of these methods, especially
for admixture events beyond 15000 years and complex multi-way admixed populations. In this
chapter, through simulations, we assess various admixture dating methods, which include
ALDER, ROLLOFF, stepPCO and GLOBETROTTER based on time of admixture events under
the simulation of 2 and 3-way admixture scenarios. This assessment will allow us to compare
the estimate from each tool versus the true time of admixture events in our simulated data.
The result of this chapter will also allows to identify the best method.
3.2 Data Description and Simulation Framework
3.2.1 Simulation Framework
Table 3.1: Data used for Simulations.
Label Number of Samples Description Source
CEU 105 Utah residents with Northern and HapMap phase 3
Western European ancestry
from the CEPH collection
YRI 203 Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria HapMap phase 3
CHB 137 Han Chinese in Beijing, China HapMap phase 3
We simulated a genome of 600 individuals of mixed ancestry coming from the populations
highlighted from Table (3.1). To generate these individuals, our simulation framework uses 2n
ancestral haplotypes where n is the minimum sample size among the parental populations. We
independently expanded each ancestral populations to a total size of n = 600 plus its original
size with 278972 Single Nucleotides Polymorphisms (SNPs) in common, using the model of
exponential growth following the expansion model from Rogers and Harpendings(Chimusa
et al., 2013). The model is implemented using three parameters a0 = 2 ∗P0 ∗ µ, a1 = 2 ∗P1 ∗ µ
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and λ = 2 * µ * t where P0 is the population size of an initial population assuming to grow
exponentially to a new population size P1 at a time t generation back from present. The
mutation rate µ , is the per-generation probability that a mutation strikes a random nucleotide
along the genome.
3.2.2 Data Description
We independently simulated 140 individuals with single point 2-way and 3-way admixture
scenarios which include 2-way and 3-way from the expanded data.from developed in the
previous section. We split the expanded data into two parts, the first part were used to simulate
admixture events, and the rest were utilized to assess the admixture dating methods. The
above simulation was based on different number of generations (N) since admixture occurred
which include N = 5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 450, 600 and 800, we simulated a single point
admixture with specific proportions of contribution from the ancestral populations in a 2-way
(CEU and YRI) and 3-way (CEU, YRI and CHB) single point scenario (Table (3.2)). However,
in real human populations, admixture typically occurs continuously over an extended period of
time. We deduced the average number of breakpoints and the genotypes of the admixed
population from the model of expansion described in the previous section. For the 2-way
admixed scenario, we merged the admixed genotypes data with the ancestral populations and
we applied existing admixture dating methods which include ROLLOFF, ALDER, stepPCO and
GLOBETROTTER to determine the date of admixture. In the 3-way single point admixture
scenario, ROLLOFF, ALDER and stepPCO can only use two ancestral panels, we considered all
possible pairwise combination that we merged with the admixed population and then we applied
these methods. For GLOBETROTTER, we combined all the ancestral panels with the
generated admixed population from the simulation before applying the method.
Table 3.2: Ancestry proportions for Single-Point Admixture Scenario (N is the number of generations.)
3-way Admixture CEU YRI CHB
140 admixed YRI CHB CEU
1 0 0.40 0.30 0.30
N 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
(a) 3-way Single point Admixture simula-
tion Scenario.
2-way Admixture CEU-YRI
140 admixed YRI CEU
1 0 0.50 0.50
N 1 0.0 0.0
(b) 2-way Single-point Admixture simula-
tion Scenario.
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3.3 Simulation Results from Different Dating Admixture
Event Models
3.3.1 Assessing Dating Admixture Using ROLLOFF
The protocol to estimate the date of admixture has been developed in the previous chapter 2
section 2.3. ROLLOFF also computes an approximately normally distributed standard error by
carrying out Weighted Jackknife analysis, this enables us to compute the 95% confidence
interval of the estimate(Moorjani et al., 2013).
Table 3.3: 2-way and 3-way Single-point Admixture Results for ROLLOFF. Values in the table are in
number of generation (and its ± 95% CI standard error) taken one generation is 35 years.
2-way ROLLOFF Results CEU-YRI (p-value ≤ 0.001)
True date 5 20 50 100 200 450 600 800
Expected date 1.3 ± 0.05 12.8 ± 0.2 34.6 ± 0.5 74.5 ± 1.1 166.8 ± 3.3 437.8 ± 28.6 634.3 ± 84.3 836 ± 303.2
3-way ROLLOFF Results (p-value ≤ 0.001)
Expected CEU-YRI 1.7 ± 0.05 12 ± 0.17 37 ± 0.6 76.8 ± 1.3 175.5 ± 4.4 454 ± 36.1 576 ± 99 758 ± 348
Expected CEU-CHB 1.8 ± 0.06 13 ± 0.2 37 ± 0.7 76 ± 1.8 178 ± 7 427 ± 50.8 568 ± 143 914 ± 717
Expected YRI-CHB 1.8 ± 0.06 12 ± 0.2 36 ± 0.7 75 ± 1.4 172.5 ± 4.4 463 ± 36 538 ± 78 1190 ± 612
In the 2-way admixture scenario, the results shows that ROLLOFF’s date underestimate the
true date of admixture (see Table (3.3)) for recent admixture events. For older generations (for
600 and 800 generations) in the 2-way admixture scenario, the results overestimate the true.
Moreover, the exponential decay fitting curve tends to become like an L-shape for older dates as
a result of the fact that the weighted LD for the pairs of SNPs tend to 0 when the number of
generations increases (Figure (3.1)). Particularly, at generation 800, the fitting curves become
inconsistent with the data. Although the estimates of the date for each generation are
significant, the range of the 95% confidence interval grows wider for older dates. This shows a
lot of variance in the estimate of the simulation’s date for older admixture events. In the 3-way
admixture scenario, the same pattern occurs as in the 2-way admixture scenario for each
pair-wise comparison except that the simulation’s result overestimates the true date at
generations 450 and 800 (Table (3.3)).
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Figure 3.1: 2-way dating admixture event from the simulation of the 140 admixed individuals, based on
CEU and YRI as reference ancestral populations using ROLLOFF. Here the plots represent the weighted
correlation LD as a function of the genetic distance for all generations. The fitting curve to the data
show a pattern of an exponential decay distribution through which the date of admixture is generated.
The x-axis represents the genetic distance and the y-axis is the weighted linkage disequilibrium between
pair of SNPs. The Plots are based on the simulation of number of generations from 5 to 800.
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Figure 3.2: 3-way dating admixture event from the simulation of the 140 admixed individuals, based on
CEU and YRI as reference ancestral populations using ROLLOFF. Here the plots represent the weighted
correlation LD as a function of the genetic distance for all generations. The fitting curve to the data
show a pattern of an exponential decay distribution through which the date of admixture is generated.
The x-axis represents the genetic distance and the y-axis is the weighted linkage disequilibrium between
pair of SNPs. The Plots are based on the simulation of number of generations from 5 to 800.
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Figure 3.3: 3-way dating admixture event from the simulation of the 140 admixed individuals, based on
CEU and CHB as reference ancestral populations using ROLLOFF. Here the plots represent the weighted
correlation LD as a function of the genetic distance for all generations. The fitting curve to the data
show a pattern of an exponential decay distribution through which the date of admixture is generated.
The x-axis represents the genetic distance and the y-axis is the weighted linkage disequilibrium between
pair of SNPs. The Plots are based on the simulation of number of generations from 5 to 800.
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Figure 3.4: 3-way dating admixture event from the simulation of the 140 admixed individuals, based on
YRI and CHB as reference ancestral populations using ROLLOFF.Here the plots represent the weighted
correlation LD as a function of the genetic distance for all generations. The fitting curve to the data
show a pattern of an exponential decay distribution through which the date of admixture is generated.
The x-axis represents the genetic distance and the y-axis is the weighted linkage disequilibrium between
pair of SNPs. The plots are based on the simulation of the number of generations from 5 to 800.
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3.3.2 Assessing Dating Admixture Using ALDER
With regard to ALDER, we applied the same protocol as in the previous section. ALDER (Loh
et al., 2013) computed two-reference weighted LD curves using pairs of references, one from
each group between CEU and YRI for the 2-way admixed scenario and the other one for all
combined pair-wise ancestral populations (CEU and YRI, CEU and CHB and YRI and CHB) for
the 3-way admixture scenario. ALDER also fit an exponential decay curve to each LD curve,
starting from 0.5 centiMorgans. The results of 2-way are shown in Table (3.4),the results for
3-way single point are presented in Table (3.5). We observe, in contrast to ROLLOFF, that the
date inferred by ALDER tended to be closer to the true date in both scenarios. Despite this,
ALDER failed to estimate the date of admixture for generation more than 450 between YRI and
CHB and more greater than 600 for the rest of the pair-wise comparison. In 2-way admixture,
the expected date overestimates the true date starting from N = 450 generations onwards,
while for 3-way admixture, the pattern varies depending on the pairwise comparison, even at
older generations. Moreover, ALDER failed to estimate the date of admixture in the 3-way
scenario for generations 600 and 800. The range of the 95% confidence interval is very narrow
for the estimates for shorter durations of admixture and wider as the number of generations
increases; but still we observe a large increase in the range especially for older generations (200
and beyond). These results suggests how precise and reliable the expected date of admixture is
for recent generations. However, for older generations, ALDER was unable to provide estimates
for generations beyond 450 in some cases and we expect the 95% confidence interval to be
wider due the pattern of LD within the admixed population for older generations. In addition,
the amplitude of the fitting curves for each admixture scenario are similar for each generation
More precisely, the amplitudes of the curves in the 3-way admixture scenario differ depending on
the pairwise combination.
Table 3.4: 2-way ALDER Simulations Results between CEU and YRI. The results are in number of
generation, taken one generation is 35 years.
2-way ALDER Results CEU and YRI.
True Generation Estimated Date ± 95% CI p-value* Amplitude 95% CI
5 4.1 ± 0.1 3.4e-317 0.00123442 ± 0.00001958
20 19.1 ± 0.4 0 0.00125058 ± 0.00002082
50 48.9 ± 0.6 0 0.00124592 ± 0.00002275
100 98.5 ± 1.2 0 0.00124626 ± 0.00002147
200 196 ± 3.3 0 0.00123781 ± 0.00002696
450 454.4 ± 21 9e-19 0.00132645 ± 0.0001499
600 NA NA NA
800 NA NA NA
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Table 3.5: 3-way ALDER Simulations results between pairwises CEU and YRI, CEU and CHB and YRI
and CHB. The results are in number of generation (and its ± 95% CI), taken one generation is 35 years.
ALDER Results pairwise CEU and YRI
True Date Estimated Date Amplitude p-value*
5 4 ± 0.1 0.00090409 ± 0.00001453 9.6e-217
20 18.5 ± 0.3 0.00091517 ± 0.00001726 0
50 51.1 ± 0.9 0.00094270 ± 0.00001722 0
100 100.7 ± 1.4 0.00092757 ± 0.00001541 0
200 205 ± 3.24 0.00096398 ± 0.00002220 0
450 466.9 ± 25.6 0.00104206 ± 0.00013037 1.3e-15
600 NA NA NA
800 NA NA NA
ALDER Results pairwise CEU and CHB
5 4.2 ± 0.1 0.00046996 ± 0.00001136 0
20 19.6 ± 0.5 0.00047163 ± 0.00001237 4e-318
50 52.06 ± 0.9 0.00048693 ± 0.00001144 0
100 100.2 ± 1.25 0.00047885 ± 0.00001245 9.9e-324
200 208.8 ± 3.2 0.00051884 ± 0.0000191 1.9e-162
450 445.50 ± 30.67 0.00048948 ± 0.00007563 9.7e-11
600 NA NA NA
800 NA NA NA
ALDER Results pairwise YRI and CHB
5 4.1 ± 0.1 0.00104693 ± 0.00001368 0
20 19.1 ± 0.3 0.00105166 ± 0.00001517 0
50 49.5 ± 0.7 0.00105471 ± 0.00001596 0
100 98.6 ± 1.7 0.00105608 ± 0.00001751 0
200 202.3 ± 4.5 0.00106654 ± 0.00003311 1.3e-227
600 NA NA NA
800 NA NA NA
* p-value taking value equal 0 means the exponent is less than (-1000)
3.3.3 Assessing Dating Admixture Using stepPCO
In order to date the admixture events using stepPCO, we applied the following pipeline:
(1) We split the merged genotype data into 22 chromosomes and converted each split
genotype from each chromosome into stepPCO format.
(2) We generated the genetic map file from each chromosome by interpolation using the
genome-wide recombination rate, estimated as part of the HapMap Project B37.
(3) For each chromosome, we ran stepPCO (Pugach et al., 2011) which generates the
wavelet transform center of each individual in the real data.
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(4) We deduced the admixture rate that was later implemented in a forward simulation for
the purpose to bring about the wavelet transform frequencies at each time point.
(5) In the forward simulation, we chose the recombination rate to be 2.78 per chromosome
per generation for all chromosomes which is the recombination rate observed for human
chromosome 1 (Pugach et al., 2011).
(6) We ran 100 simulations for each of the migration parameters and for each simulation, we
sampled 100 chromosomes at exponential growing time points.
(7) Depending on the number of generations N (Table (3.2)), we varied the growth rate and
the effective population size interval to obtain the wavelet transform frequencies at each
generation time point.
(8) To reduce the noise of the wavelet in the simulated data, we normalized the distribution
of the wavelet by the length of the chromosome (in the simulated data, we used the
length of the chromosome in the HaPMap Project B37) by subtracting the log of the
chromosome length, which would correspond to the threshold.
(9) As the wavelet transform is deduced for each chromosome, we applied the average
frequency wavelets over all the 22 chromosomes in the real and the simulated data.
(10) The date of admixture is deduced by matching the dominant frequency in the observed
data to its correspondent in the simulated data.
Table 3.6: 2-way stepPCO Simulations Results between CEU and YRI. The results are in number of
generation (and its ± 95% CI), taken one generation is 35 years.
2-way stepPCO Results CEU and YRI.
True Date Dominant Frequency Estimated Date 95% CI
5 1.95 2 [0,13]
20 2.83 10 [3,45]
50 3.42 29 [11,268]
100 3.88 56 [24,218]
200 4.129 90 [41,808]
450 4.65 203 [95,1231]
600 4.87 345 [92,1667]
800 5.06 609 [177,2943]
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Table 3.7: 3-way stepPCO Simulations Results of the pairwises CEU and YRI, CEU and CHB, and YRI
and CHB. The results are in number of generation (and its ± 95% CI), taken one generation is 35 years.
3-way stepPCO Results pairwise CEU and YRI
True Date Dominant Frequency Estimated Date 95% CI
5 2 2 [0, 13]
20 2.78 9 [3,38]
50 3.39 27 [12,164]
100 4 70 [33, 285]
200 4.34 90 [47, 381]
450 4.77 312 [123, 1914]
3-way stepPCO Results pairwise CEU and CHB
5 1.99 2 [0,16]
20 2.85 11 [4,42]
50 3.5 32 [13,268]
100 4.1 89 [24,1981]
200 4.38 110 [47,431]
450 4.79 364 [73,1824]
3-way stepPCO Results pairwise YRI and CHB
5 1.92 2 [0, 11]
20 3 13 [5, 70]
50 3.6 39 [16, 190]
100 3.9 56 [24, 285]
200 4.42 110 [41, 361]
450 4.75 364 [84, 1914]
The simulation results showed that in both admixture scenarios the expected number of
generations underestimates the true number of generation as the number of generations
increases (see Table (3.6) and Table (3.7)). We also found that the dominant frequency of the
wavelet increases as generations increase, which would correspond to an abundance of low
frequency wavelets (that is wider ancestry blocks) for recent generations to high frequency
wavelets indicating narrow ancestry blocks for older generations (Pugach et al., 2011).
Moreover, none of the expected results from the simulation overestimated the true generation.
We note that the 95% confidence interval is very wide, which suggests a great level of variance
in the data. This behaviour could be due to our large sample size because we have simulated
140 individuals, while a sample size of only 10 individuals is needed in order to get accurate
estimate with narrow confidence interval (Pugach et al., 2011). Besides this, computational
process also influence the value of the estimate.
3.3.4 Assessing Dating Admixture Using GLOBETROTTER
In order to generate the date of admixture using GLOBETROTTER, we applied the following
pipeline:
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(1) All genotype data were split into chromosomes and phased together with SHAPEITv2
(Delaneau et al., 2012). Haplotype ”painting” with Chromopainter v2 (Lawson et al.,
2012) was done on the high density SNP dataset, defining each cluster of populations as
target or donor/surrogate.
(2) Mutational rates and Ne (sample size) parameters were first estimated with an Estimation
Maximization (EM) algorithm by running Chromopainter v2 on all 22 autosomes for the
entire dataset with 10 iterations (Lawson et al., 2012).
(3) The weighted average of these parameters, according to the SNP coverage of each
chromosomes and the number of individuals, were then used to compute the
chromosomal painting.
(4) Each cluster of populations was successively identified as a target and the others as
surrogates. The painted chromosomes obtained for each cluster were used in
GLOBETROTTER v1.0 (Hellenthal et al., 2014) to estimate the proportion and the dates
of the potential admixture events characterizing them.
(5) Coancestry curves were estimated with and without standardization with a NULL
individual, and consistency between each of the estimated parameters was checked.
(6) 100 bootstrap re-sampling was done to estimate the p-value of the admixture events and
the 95% confidence interval for the obtained dates. The ’best-guess’ scenario given by
GLOBETROTTER v1.0 (Hellenthal et al., 2014) was considered for the target population.
Fit.quality.1event and fit.quality.2events correspond respectively to the fit of a single admixture
event and the fit of the first two principal components capturing the admixture events.
MaxScore.2events corresponds to the additional R2 explained by adding a second date versus
assuming only a single date of admixture (M ≥ 0.35 to infer multiple dates events). Assuming
single admixture event, if ancestries E and F associate with the same admixed population, for
example, whenever E = F the fitted curve will have negative slope, as seen for the pairwise CEU
versus CEU plot, YRI versus YRI plot and CHB versus CHB plot. If a positive slope is seen, as
for the CEU versus YRI, CEU versus CHB and YRI versus CHB plots, this implies these
populations contribute to the admixed population.
Table 3.8: Accuracy of the different admixture dating methods.
ERROR ALDER ROLLOFF stepPCO GLOBETROTTER
Root-Mean-Square-Error(RMSE) 2.6 19.2 112.2 158
Bias 0.655 16.2 72.5 93.8
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Table 3.9: Accuracy of the different admixture dating methods based on the generations ≤ 100
ERROR ALDER ROLLOFF stepPCO GLOBETROTTER
Root-Mean-Square-Error(RMSE) 1.1 15.4 24.9 26.1
Bias 1.1 13 19.5 19.1
The results shows that the expected date underestimated the true date in all the admixture
scenarios. Moreover, we noticed that for generations greater than 100, the expected date
underestimated the true date more significantly and the range of the 95% confidence interval
grows wider as the estimated generation increases. We plotted the graph (Figure (3.8)) which
assessed the admixture dating methods for 2-way admixture scenario. We realized that all the
methods provide estimates for all the generations N except for ALDER which failed to compute
the estimates taking two ancestral populations as references especially for older generations (N
= 600 and 800). Also, the estimates provided by GLOBETROTTER are questionable due to
the big difference between the true and the expected generation for older generations; this is
also due to the fact that as GLOBETROTTER is haplotype-based the method performs poorly
with less than 300,000 SNPs (Hellenthal et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the estimates determined
by ALDER and GLOBETROTTER for recent generations provides powerful confidence intervals
close to the date. This shows how precise the estimates given by these two methods are. In
contrast, stepPCO was able to consistently provide good estimates for older generations in a
shorter time, but with large variance compared to GLOBETROTTER. We compute the
Root-mean-square error (RMSE) (Chai and Draxler, 2014; Walther and Moore, 2005) between
the true and estimated values and bias (difference between sums of true and estimated values
divided by the number of observations) up to 450 generations to compare the accuracy of all
the method-based inferences. This comparative table (Table (3.8)) shows that the ALDER
method recovers true dates with less bias than the other methods under default settings.
Table 3.10: Result of 2-way single-point simulation of 140 admixed samples based on GLOBETROTTER
using both CEU and YRI as reference ancestral populations. The results are in number of generation
(and its ± 95% CI), taken one generation is 35 years.
Result of 2-way based on GLOBETROTTER using both CEU and YRI.
True date Estimated date maxR2fit.1date Estimated date event 2 maxScore.2events 95% CI for First Event
5 2.4 0.999 - - [2.2, 2.6]
20 13.25 0.999 - - [12.7, 13.8]
50 30.5 0.9986 - - [29.5, 31.7]
100 52.2 0.997 - - [50, 54]
200 77 0.9895 - - [72.5, 80.3]
450 86.8 0.959 193.1 0.073 [75.9, 89.6]
600 74.6 0.917 78.6 0.001 [62, 78]
800 83.1 0.879 92.8 0.04 [63, 84]
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Table 3.11: 3-way single-point simulation of 140 admixed samples based on GLOBETROTTER using
CEU, YRI and CHB as reference ancestral populations. The results are in number of generation (and its
± 95% CI), taken one generation is 35 years. GLOBETROTTER estimated the number of generation
since admixture happened using all the three reference populations in contrast to previous methods that
used pairs-wise in case of multi-admixed samples.
3-way GLOBETROTTER results between CEU and YRI and CHB.
True Date (in Gen.) Estimated Date event 1(in Gen.) maxR2fit.1date Estimated date event 2 maxScore.2events fit.quality.1event fit.quality.2events 95% CI for Event 1
5 2.7 0.999 2.9 - 0.87 1 [2.4, 2.8]
20 13.3 0.999 14.7 0.26 0.859 1 [12.9, 13.9]
50 30.5 0.999 35.0 - 0.835 1 [29.8, 31.2]
100 52.6 0.998 53.5 - 0.80 1 [51, 54]
200 81 0.992 84 0.00076 0.736 1 [79, 83]
450 96.7 0.96 133.5 0.06 0.77 1 [87, 99]
600 88.2 0.94 582.5 0.024 0.75 1 [76.7, 86.7]
800 81.7 0.88 87.76 0.03 0.74 1 [72, 82]
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Figure 3.5: 2-way results for dating admixture event with GLOBETROTTER for generation 5. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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3.3.5 Assessing Dating Admixture Using MALDER
Motivation
The discovery of multi-way admixed populations has raised the problem of how to ascertain the
admixture dating process in a sequential manner. ALDER, by using pairwise admixture events
failed to estimate the in-between admixture time where the admixture process become
sequential with more than 2 ancestral populations. Pickrell (2014) has developed a
method(MALDER) which is an extension of ALDER which infers multiple admixture events. In
this section, we propose an ALDER-based method which make use of ALDER by inferring
multiple admixture events in such a way that the date of admixture between 2 populations
accounts for the effect of the admixture of other ancestral populations.
Conceptual Framework
Let A, B, and C be three ancestral populations and D the admixed population of A, B and C.
We use ALDER to compute the Weighted linkage disequilibrium for all possible pairwise
populations. Given rAB, rAC , and rBC the weighted linkage disequilibrium computed from
ALDER output of all pair of SNPs between populations A and B, A and C, and B and C
respectively in the admixed population D, we compute the Multiple Weighted Correlation
Coefficient defined below:
RAC,AB−BC =
√
r2AC + r
2
AB − 2rACrABrBC
1− r2BC
(3.3.1)
The above statistic assume that the pattern of linkage disequilibrium of all pairs of SNPs for all
possible pairwise ancestry A-B and B-C in the admixed population D has an effect on the
pattern of LD of the admixture between A and C in the admixed population D. After computing
the multiple Weighted correlation Coefficient, we fitted the output and we plotted it as a
function of the genetic distance using an exponential decay. This generates the date of
admixture between A and C, accounting for the effect of the admixtures A-B and B-C, or to a
sum of two exponentials in order to infer two admixture dates which exhibit the date between A
and C and an admixture event which has occurred either between A and B or between B and C:
RAC,AB−BC =
{
a0 + a1 exp(−g1 dist100 ) assuming one admixture event
a0 + a1 exp(−g1 dist100 ) + a2 exp(−g2 dist100 ) assuming two admixture events
(3.3.2)
g1 and g2 are the number of generations and dist the genetic distance in centiMorgan, a0 is the
affine term and a1 and a2 the amplitude of the multiple weighted LD curve.
Data Description and Simulation Framework
We simulated 140 individuals in a 3-way multi-point admixture process with ancestry coming
from Europeans (CEU 165 samples), Yoruba (YRI 203 samples), and Chinese (CHB 137
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samples). The admixed populations were built based on the pattern developed similarly at the
previous section. We divided the data into two parts, the first part were used to simulate
admixture events, and the remainder were utilized to assess the admixture dating methods. In
our case we assume two admixture processes at generations N0 and N1 =
N0
2
taking N0 = 5,
10, 20, 50, 70, 100, 200, 300, 450(Table (3.12)). We specified the proportions of contribution
from the ancestral populations and we generated the admixed population using our simulator
mentioned in the previous section. We merged the admixed genotype data with the ancestral
populations and we applied our proposed methods for testing. We assessed the proposed model
using MALDER to compare the dates of admixture events.
We also simulated 3-way multipoint admixture whereby we assumed two admixture process at
generations N0 and N1 =
N0
2
taking N0 = 5, 10, 20, 50, 70, 100, 200, 300, 450(Table (3.12)).
We specified the proportions of contribution from the ancestral populations and we generated
the admixed population using our simulator described in the previous section. We merged the
admixed genotype data with the ancestral populations and we applied our proposed methods for
testing. We assessed the ALDER-based method using MALDER to compare the dates of
admixture events.
Table 3.12: 3-way Multi-point Admixture Scenario (N0 and N1 are the number of generations.)
3-way Admixture CEU YRI CHB
140 admixed CEU YRI CHB
1 0 0.3 0.0 0.7
N1 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0
N0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 3.13: Simulation Results for 3-way multi-point admixture.
Estimate results simulation between CEU, YRI and CHB
Date assuming One event Dates assuming two events
Estimated 1st Event Admixture 2nd Event Admixture
Estimate p-value True MALDER Estimate p-value Estimate True MALDER Estimate p-value Estimate
3±0.02 ≤ 2e− 16 2 3±0.5 3±0.2 ≤ 2e− 16 5 5±1 11±3.7 4.8e− 09
8±0.02 ≤ 2e− 16 5 8±0.3 3±6.7 0.3 10 9±0.2 7±3.86 0.000854
18±0.06 ≤ 2e− 16 10 17±1 3±2.5 0.04 20 30±11 18±0.1 ≤ 2e− 16
48±0.17 ≤ 2e− 16 25 46±1 11±8 0.01 50 220±145 47±0.4 ≤ 2e− 16
70±0.3 ≤ 2e− 16 35 69±0.96 23±5.8 2.77e− 11 70 30400±50861 67±1 ≤ 2e− 16
100± 0.6 ≤ 2e− 16 50 99±1 65±40 0.0016 100 137±214 90±15 ≤ 2e− 16
202.6±2 ≤ 2e− 16 100 1.52±222 17.6±19 0.07 200 198±96 200±2.8 ≤ 2e− 16
316±4.76 ≤ 2e− 16 150 14±12 65±65 0.05 300 308±6 306±10 ≤ 2e− 16
494±29 ≤ 2e− 16 225 90±49 6.5±6 0.04 450 510±26 473±28 ≤ 2e− 16
The results showed that the new method is able to estimate, in the context of previous
admixture events distinct admixture dates and to generate the fitting curve associated with the
pattern of LD in the admixed population(Table (3.13)). By assuming one admixture event, the
estimated date of admixture from our approach tends to be closer to the true date N0. We
observed that the expected date of admixture underestimated the true date with a small range;
The model showed accuracy especially for true dates between 70 and 100 generations though
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the expected date is an overestimate of the true one for generations greater than 200. In
addition, assuming two admixture events, the results showed that the second event admixture
from the new method underestimates the true date for generations varying between 10 and 200.
It overestimates it when the true number of generations is equal to 5, 300 or 450 compared to
the first event, where the estimated date is an underestimate of the true date for all generations
except for generation N0 equal to 100. The results also showed that the estimated dates are all
significant for second admixture events, but less significant for the first admixture event. The
only estimate where non-significance is observed is when the value of the true generation for the
first event is 5. The results from MALDER overestimate the true generation overall for N0 ≤
100 except for younger generation where N0 is equal to 5 or 10. For N0 greater than 100, the
range between N1 and the MALDER’s estimate is very wide with larger 95% confidence interval.
MALDER produce a poor estimate for the second admixture event for true generation equal to
70; This shows that MALDER can produce unreliable estimate. The results of the estimate from
the ALDER-based method that we propose are overall, closer to the true generation compared
to the results from MALDER except in older generations. Our results also shows that the fitting
curve of the multi-weighted LD is consistent with the data for all the generations taken for the
simulation either by assuming one admixture event of two admixture events(Figure (3.7)). As
the number of generation increases, the fitting curve to the data tends to take the form of
L-shape. We computed the Root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the true and estimated
values and bias (sum of absolute difference between true and estimated values divided by the
number of observations) up to 450 generations to compare the accuracy of all the method-based
inferences. This comparative table (Table (3.14)) shows that our approach to estimate distinct
admixture events recovers true dates with less bias than MALDER assuming two admixture
events under default settings. Moreover, we compared the 2nd event admixture date estimate
between MALDER and the ALDER-based approach and the plot shows that the ALDER-based
approach shows closer values to the true date compared to MALDER (Figure (3.6)).
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Figure 3.6: 2nd event assessment graph
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Table 3.14: Accuracy of the different admixture dating methods. The Table displays the Root-Mean-
Square-Error(RMSE) generation less or greater than N0, where N0 is the number of generation
PERFORMANCE 1st admixture event 2nd admixture event
DATING METHOD MALDER ALDER-based MALDER ALDER-based
RMSE 74.9 83.2 7.2* 1.05*
Bias 53.8 48.5 32* 5.9*
RMSE generation less than N0 = 70 8.02 8.1 21.2 0.9
RMSE generation greater than N0 = 70 7.5 7.2 8,8 3.2
Bias generation less than N0 = 70 8 6 45.25 3.5
Bias generation greater than N0 = 70 104.6 100.2 26.75 9.75
* In the calculation of these statistics, i excluded N0 = 70
due to the inconsistency of the second admixture event estimate
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Figure 3.7: 3-way Dating Admixture between CEU and YRI and CHB results using the new method. We
plot the different fitting curves of the multi-weighted correlation coefficient to the genetic distance for
generation 5, 10, 20, 50, 70, 100, 200 and 450. The figures shows that the fitting curves are consistent
with the data for all generations either assuming one event of two events of admixture.
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3.4 Summary
We have assessed various admixture dating methods which include ROLLOFF, stepPCO,
ALDER and GLOBETROTTER for 2-way admixture approach and we showed that ALDER is
the best method which infer the date of admixture for 2-way approach. Also, we have
developed a method using ALDER as a baseline to infer distinct admixture events accounting
for the effect of other admixtures in a 3-way multi-point scenario. We have assessed this
method by performing various simulations using data from the HapMap Project phase 3
(Consortium, 2007) and we have compared the results using MALDER .
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Figure 3.8: 2-way Assessment Graph.
We showed that in the simulation results that the aproach to estimate distinct admixture events
perform well for inferring second admixture event. In the next chapter, we will apply ALDER
and stepPCO in real data which include African Americans, Mexican Americans and Luhyan in
order to estimate the date of admixture. We will also apply our method and compare the results
of our method with the outcome of MALDER.
4. Application of Admixture Dating
Methods to Real Data
4.1 Data Description
We applied admixture dating methods on real genotypes data which include African American,
Mexicans Americans and Luhyan who are admixed in order to estimate the date of admixture.
We will be using ALDER and stepPCO in order to estimate pairwise admixture events and we
will also apply the proposed ALDER-based approach (chapter 3, section (3.3.5)) and compare it
with the results of MALDER. We considered genotype data from 1000 Genomes Project phase
3 (Consortium, 2015) including Americans of African Ancestry in South West USA (ASW, n =
54); Mexican Ancestry from Los Angeles USA(MXL, n = 63);Individuals of Northern and
Western Europeans Ancestry living in Utah(CEU, n = 99); Yoruban individuals from Ibadan,
Nigeria (YRI, n = 108); Han Chinese individuals from Beijing, China (CHB, n = 103); Luhyan
individuals from Webuye, Kenya (LWK, n = 97). We also included Native American samples
(NAT) selected from Mao and colleagues (Mao et al., 2007) which comprised 616,568 SNPs
and 43 individuals from a combined group of populations including Nahua (n=10), Maya
(n=6), Quechua (n=2), and Aymara (n=25). We conducted quality control keeping bi-allelic
SNPs in all autosomal chromosomes. We pruned these using a window of 1500 variants and a
shift of 150 variants between windows, with an r2 cut-off of 0.2 and we exclude SNPs with
high-LD and non-autosomal regions from the pruned dataset. We merged the above
populations with the 1000 Genomes and with the Native American populations, and removed
ambiguous SNPs whose strand orientation could not be determined (that is G/C and A/T
SNPs). The final dataset comprised 567 individuals and 2,282,325 SNPs for the analysis.
4.2 Principal Component Analysis
We carried Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using the ”smartpca” program of
EIGENSOFT(Patterson et al., 2006) and we generated graphical overviews. The PCA results
indicated a signal of admixture in ASW, MXL and LWK (Figure (4.1) and 4.2). The first
component (PC1) separates LWK, YRI and one part of ASW from the other groups, while the
second component (PC2) shows CEU, and CHB at both ends with MXL and NAT in the
middle. The third component (PC3) shows ASW and MXL being distributed toward the middle
of the NAT cline more or less in the middle between CEU and CHB.The African Americans are
distributed toward the middle of the YRI; while the Mexican Americans are on the native
American cline which suggests a recent gene flow of the native Americans and the Yoruban into
the Mexican American population and African American population respectively, taking CEU as
one of the source populations. NAT and YRI are the farthest populations and LWK looks to be
very closer to YRI than any other populations. This is confirmed by the estimate of the genetic
distance between them (Table (4.1)). LWK and YRI are in the same cline with CEU which
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presupposes the contribution of CEU and YRI to the Luhyan population. Finally, the PCA
results suggest that ASW and MXL are 3-way admixed taking CEU, YRI and NAT as ancestral
populations. Moreover, the PCA plot suggests that LWK is also admixed with a more gene flow
of YRI with CEU and CHB as ancestral populations.
Table 4.1: Fst statistics calculated between each pair of population.
CEU YRI CHB LWK MXL ASW NAT
CEU 0.00
YRI 0.124 0.00
CHB 0.081 0.142 0.00
LWK 0.115 0.005 0.135 0.00
MXL 0.018 0.113 0.047 0.105 0.00
ASW 0.063 0.005 0.096 0.006 0.056 0.00
NAT 0.136 0.202 0.109 0.195 0.037 0.145 0.00
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Figure 4.1: Three Dimensions PCA results. The plot shows the different cluster populations. We observe
that the MXL cluster is locate at the middle of the triangular combination CEU-YRI-NAT; The ASW
cluster is in the same cline between CEU and YRI but more directed to the YRI cluster.
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Figure 4.2: Figures (a), (b), (c), (d) represent PCA plot Results in two dimensions: Figure (a)
shows that ASW and MXL are in the cline with YRI and NAT respectively, wich suggest that ASW
and MXL are admixed taking CEU,YRI and NAT as parental populations. LWK is the closest
population of YRI and is in the same cline with CEU and CHB which suggests the contribution
of CHB, CEU and CHB in the LWK with more gene flow of YRI in LWK.
4.3 F3 statistics and Admixture
Previous studies have identified African Americans (ASW), Mexicans Americans (MXL) and
luhyan (LWK) populations as admixed populations (Murray et al., 2010; Salzano and Sans,
2014; Bryc et al., 2015; Mathias et al., 2016; Dobon et al., 2015). Here, we computed the F3
statistics to detect admixture between two populations using the qp3Pop program from the
ADMIXTOOLS software (Patterson et al., 2012). We performed every possible combination of
source populations for all pair-wise population taking ASW, MXL and LWK as target
populations. A negative value of F3(A; B, C) implies that population A (target population)
comes from an admixture event between the two ancestral-like populations B and C (source
populations). The only situation where this test will not detect admixture is when the target
population suffered a high-degree of population specific drift after the admixture event (Dobon
et al., 2015). For each F3 estimate, we kept the results with a significantly negative value of the
F3 statistic. The F3 statistics are provided in Table (4.2).
Based on the above information, we performed supervised analysis implemented in the
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Table 4.2: F3 statistics results
Source 1 Source 2 Target F3 std.error Z SNPs
CEU YRI ASW -0.017069 0.000221 -77.147 28880
CEU LWK ASW -0.012446 0.000227 -54.753 29140
CEU NAT MXL -0.021667 0.000791 -27.407 2961
CEU YRI LWK -0.002077 0.000221 -9.412 34038
YRI MXL ASW -0.014939 0.000221 -67.460 23767
YRI NAT ASW -0.015489 0.000455 -34.019 8832
YRI CHB LWK -0.001669 0.000255 -6.538 31832
YRI MXL LWK -0.001563 0.000233 -6.698 27340
YRI NAT MXL -0.019546 0.001501 -13.026 2936
LWK MXL ASW -0.011256 0.000236 -47.711 24200
LWK NAT ASW -0.011745 0.000525 -22.364 8815
LWK NAT MXL -0.021406 0.001494 -14.330 2994
ADMIXTURE software (Alexander et al., 2009; Alexander and Lange, 2011) with a reference
panel which includes CEU, YRI, NAT and CHB, with target populations constituted of ASW
and MXL for K = 3 and LWK for K = 3. Genome-wide estimates shows average ancestry
proportions of African Americans as 75.9% of Yoruba, 21.4% of Europeans, 2.7% of Native
Americans, which is concordant with previous studies about the little genetic contribution of
Native Americans in the African Americans population (Bryc et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2016).
Moreover, the results show that more than 50% of Native Americans have contributed to the
Mexican Americans and the large contribution of the Yorubans to the Luhyan population
confirmed the previous results in the PCA analyses (Figure (4.1)). This confirms the results of
Bryc and colleagues who highlighted the same pattern among Mexican Americans located in the
South Western region of the USA (Bryc et al., 2015).
Table 4.3: Genome-wide ancestry estimates in African Americans, Mexican Americans and Luhyan
populations; Admixture with mean percentages ± standard deviations
Populations CEU YRI NAT CHB
ASW 21.4±14.4 75.9±17.7 2.7±8.7 nan
MXL 47.6±23.1 10.8±6.5 41.6±18.4 nan
LWK 3.0±2.4 95.3±2.2 nan 1.7±1.9
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Figure 4.3: Supervised Admixture plots among the African Americans, the Mexican Americans and the
Luhyan populations.
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4.4 Application of Dating Methods to Real Data
Here, we assume 29 years per generation.
4.4.1 ALDER and stepPCO
To estimate the time of admixture events, we applied pairwise admixture using two methods:
the linkage disequilibrium-based method ALDER with minimum genetic distance equal to 5 cM
(Loh et al., 2013) and the wavelet transform method stepPCO (Pugach et al., 2011) and we
compared the results of both methods for the real data. Knowing that both methods are based
on two-way admixture, we performed a first analysis using ALDER, whereby we extracted the
list of SNPs used for admixture dating using parental populations. With that list of SNPs, we
performed a second run of admixture dating using both methods to estimate the date of
admixture for all pair-wise (Yunusbayev et al., 2015). Interestingly, both results confirmed the
initial Native Americans and Europeans admixture and subsequent African admixture among the
African Americans. ALDER and stepPCO detected admixture events in African American
population earlier between the Native and Europeans at around 15 to 16 generations ago
meaning about 435 to 464 years ago; following by the mixture combination between Yoruba,
and Europeans populations and Yoruba and Native American populations, respectively, around 6
generations ago to 7 generations ago. These findings are consistent with previous studies and
genealogical records (Pugach et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2014; Bryc et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2016).
Historical studies highlight the evidence for European/Native Americans miscegenation further
back, before the 17th century (Sandefur and Trudy, 1986; Sollors, 2000), but the combination
of wars and particularly diseases, drastically reduced the size of the Native American population.
It was during that time that Europeans began the search for a labour force in West Africa to
work in the sugar cane and cotton fields (Sandefur and Trudy, 1986; Sollors, 2000). The
migration of West African Bantu to America during the slave trade occurred along side the
miscegenation between Europeans and West Africans later on, around the eighteenth century,
and also between Africans and Native Americans during that period. In the Mexican Americans,
ALDER and stepPCO detected admixture events between Europeans and Yoruba between 18
and 20 generations or between 522 years to 580 years ago. This was followed by Europeans and
Native Americans 8 generations ago but the mixture event between Yoruba and Native
Americans is estimated to be 13 generations ago. This corroborates historical records which
highlight the beginning of the slave trade from the European Spaniards in West Africa. The
settlement of the Spaniards in America introduced the admixture between the Native Americans
and the Africans (who where mostly from Bantu origins) and the migration of West Africans to
America. ALDER and stepPCO estimated the admixture event in the Luhyan between Chinese
and Yorubans at around 33 to 34 generations ago followed by the admixture events between
Europeans and Yorubans 32 to 33 generations ago Table (4.4). These estimates dates are in
agreement with historical records assuming 29 years per generations which date the interactions
between these populations during the trade market in eastern Africa from 11th to the 14th
century. The rising of the Sung Dynasty in China has played a key role in the trade market
between Bantu East Africa and China as a whole (Beaujard, 2007), which has favoured the
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admixture between these two populations (Beaujard, 2007). Meanwhile, the Europeans were
already involved in the trade route via the Suez canal to Asia. This trade has developed a
serious dynamic of migration and exchange behaviour Europe-Africa-Asia which gave rise to the
existence of the admixture between them. By the end of the 14th century, the pattern of
migration and trade declined due to a major climatic deterioration, which suggests that the
gene flow in the Luhya was more commonly with the Bantu Africans populations within the
African continent. This supports the results showing the greatest proportion of the Yoruba
population in the admixed Luhyan (Beaujard, 2007).
Table 4.4: ALDER and stepPCO Dating results in African Americans, Mexican American and the Luhya.
pop1 pop2 admixed ALDER estimate stepPCO estimate 95% CI
CEU YRI ASW 7±0.7 4 [0;22]
CEU NAT ASW 15.75±3.37 15 [5;62]
YRI NAT ASW 6.47±1.33 6 [0;27]
CEU YRI MXL 17.6±1.73 20 [9;89]
CEU NAT MXL 8±3.17 8 [3;46]
YRI NAT MXL 13.31±5.40 13 [3;29]
CEU YRI LWK 32±8.7 33 [9;158]
YRI CHB LWK 33±10 34 [10;121]
4.4.2 Application of ALDER-based Method and Comparison with
MALDER
The results of MALDER in the African Americans indicated an admixture event between
Europeans (CEU) and Native Americans(NAT) and between Yoruba(YRI) and Native
Americans(NAT) one generation ago following by and older admixture 15 generations ago (435
years ago). The latter estimate confirms the estimate that we found in the previous chapter
related to the 2-way admixture in the African Americans population. Interestingly, MALDER’s
results estimated the date of admixture in the Mexican Americans between the pair-wises
CEU-NAT, CEU-YRI, YRI-NAT at 2 generations ago followed by the older admixture event 23
generations ago (667 years ago).This confirms the results from previous studies on this
population (Jin et al., 2014; Bryc et al., 2015). In the Luhya, MALDER estimated the
admixture date between CEU-YRI and between YRI-CHB at 8 generations ago (232 years ago)
following by an older date 55 generations ago(1595 years ago) with a large variance.
In the Luhya, the ALDER-based method, assuming one admixture event, inferred the date of
admixture between CEU and CHB, accounting for the effect of other admixtures, as 89
generations ago (p-value = 1.89e− 8). Based on the result of table (4.3), the F3-statistic
between CEU and CHB, CEU and YRI, and YRI and CHB are negative, this implies a signal of
admixture in the Luhya. But this signal might not necessary means that there exists a gene flow
from western Europeans or Chinese into the Kenyan Luhya population or these populations are
the true admixing populations (Patterson et al., 2012). These populations can be regarded as
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merely proxies for the non-sub-Saharan ancestry present in the Luhya population. Many studies
suggested, based on oral history that the Luhya tribes migrated from Egypt though historians
generally believe the Luhya tribes migrated from West-Central Africa alongside other Bantu
tribes (Hodgson et al., 2014; Joubert et al., 2010). Moreover, the study led by Gurdasani et
al.(2015) suggested that ”a large proportion of differentiation observed among African
populations could be due to Eurasian admixture, rather than adaptation to selective force”.
Based on that, we investigated to use CEU and CHB as non-africans population as proxy for the
Luhya population (Gurdasani et al., 2015). On the other hand, assuming two admixtures
events, our model generated an older admixture event 87 generations ago (2523 years ago) with
a non-significant recent admixture event 17 generations ago; Henceforth, we can conclude using
our model that the admixture date between CEU and CHB, accounting for the effect of other
admixtures, could have occurred 89 generations ago. We also notice that the admixture dating
curve between CEU and CHB are exactly the same. Because we do not expect migration to
have happened instantaneously, we hypothesize that a population equally genetically equidistant
to both ancestors CEU and CHB contributed some ancestry to the Luhya populations. Many
scholars highlighted the contribution of Cushitic or Nilotic-speakers in the formation of the
Luhya population and the Cushitic and Nilotic-speakers represents a ”back to Africa” migration
from the Near Eastern region of Asia. There is no bioinformatics studies at this moment which
confirm that Europeans and Chinese has contributed directly in the formation of the Luhya
which is true because the Luhya population is the consequence of a recent migration in Kenya
with a time still under debate (Hodgson et al., 2014). Nevertheless, there have been historical
account of the presence of Chinese and Europeans Byzantine in contact with the kingdom of
Akxum in Ethiopia. This interaction, accompanied with different migrations, could have
probably begot the Kenya Luhya population (Al-Radi, 1990; Wolbert, 2002).
In the same way, the ALDER-based method also significantly inferred the admixture date
between CEU and YRI, assuming one event as 97 generations ago (p-value = 8e− 7).
Assuming two events, the model was able to detect a non-insignificant date 5 generations ago
and a significant event 68 generations ago (p-value = 8e− 5). In addition to that, our model
was able to estimate a significant date of admixture between YRI and CHB assuming one
admixture event, 175 generations ago (p-value = 0.05). And assuming two events, the model
detected a recent date not enough significant as 6 generations ago(p-value = 0.35) and an
older date which is significant, 52 generations ago. There is no mention of interaction between
the Chinese and the Bantu 175 generations ago, therefore it is likely that the interaction
between Yoruba and Chinese may have occurred 52 generations ago. Although the formation
about the Luhya is sparse in the literature, we can confirm this estimate based on the historical
records highlighting the slave trade market and different migration which occurred in the first
century between the Roman Empire, the Han Chinese kingdom and the African Bantu
migration within Africa via the Great Lakes in the first century (Beaujard, 2007; Al-Radi, 1990).
In the Mexican American population, accounting for the effect of the other admixtures events,
our model infers the date of admixture between Europeans and Native Americans, assuming one
admixture event, 16 generations ago. Assuming two events, our suggested approach, detected
one event occurring 12 generations ago (p-value = 0.07) and a non-significant event 100
generations ago. Moreover, the model detected an admixture event between CEU and YRI and
between YRI and NAT assuming one admixture event respectively 31 generations ago (p-value
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= 0.000361) and 27 generations ago (p-value = 2.04e− 5), which is closer to the second
admixture event generated by MALDER (33 generations). More interestingly, assuming two
admixtures events, the model estimated an admixture event occurring between CEU and YRI
and between YRI and NAT respectively 37 generations ago. One thing that we also noticed is
that the fitting curve (Figure (4.5)) is inconsistent to the data and also the fact that the
estimate does not corroborate any historical event of admixture with Europeans, Native
Americans and Yoruba as ancestral populations.This led us to conclude that our approach failed
to estimate the admixture events in the Mexican Americans. Therefore, the assumption of the
effect weighted LD is not valid in the admixture process in the Mexican Americans.
Table 4.5: Result from dating admixture event in the Luhya, African Americans and Mexican American
.
LUHYA
Assuming one event Assuming two events
Scenario Time 1 p-value Time 1 p-value Time 2 p-value
CEU-YRI 97±37.8 8e-7 5±11.7 0.5 68±33.7 8e-5
CEU-CHB 89 ±30 1.89e-8 17±904 0.9 87±66.7 0.001
YRI-CHB 175 ± 178.5 0.05 6±12 0.36 52±55 0.06
MALDER n.a 8±18 55± 234
Africans Americans
Assuming one event Assuming two events
CEU-NAT 15±7 6.51e-05 17±15.5 0.03 99.7±802 0.8
CEU-YRI 9±2 3.4e-12 4±12 0.5 22±50 0.4
YRI-NAT 10±5 0.000171 11±8 0.008 110±886.5 0.8
MALDER n.a 1±0.5 15±4
Mexicans Americans
Assuming one event Assuming two events
CEU-NAT 16±8 0.000105 12±12.7 0.06 100±344 0.6
CEU-YRI 31±17 0.000361 0.01±37.4 0.999 37±38 0.05
YRI-NAT 27±12 2e-5 31±19 0.00178 327±1683.6 0.7
MALDER n.a 1±1 22± 12
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Figure 4.4: 3-way Dating admixture in Africans Americans using the ALDER-based Method. We
computed weighted LD using ALDER for every pairwise population, then we computed the Multi-
Weighted Correlation coefficient at each pair of SNPs accounting for the effect of the other Weighted
LD and we estimate the date of admixture by fitting data with either an exponential or a sum of two
exponentials. The fitting curve is consistent with the data for all the pairwises CEU-YRI, CEY-NAT and
YRI-NAT.
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Figure 4.5: Dating admixture in Mexican Americans using the ALDER-based Method. We compute
weighted LD using ALDER for every pairwise population, then we compute the Multi- Weighted Cor-
relation coefficient of at each pair of SNPs accounting for the effect of the other Weighted LD and to
estimate the date, we fit either an exponential or a sum of two exponential in order to infer either one
admixture events of two admixture events. The fitting curve is inconsistent with the data for all the
pairwises CEU-NAT, CEU-YRI and YRI-NAT.
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Figure 4.6: Dating admixture in the Luhyans using MALDER. We fit either an exponential or a sum of
two exponentials with affine term in order to infer either one admixture event or two admixture events.
We observe that the fitting curve is consistent with the data for all the pairwises CEU-YRI, CEU-CHB
and YRI-CHB.
In the African Americans, the model estimated the date of admixture between Europeans and
Native Americans and between Yorubans and Native Americans, respectively, at 15 generations
(435 years ago) and 10 generations ago (290 years ago), assuming one admixture event.
Assuming two admixture events, the model detected an admixture event respectively 17
generations ago (493 years ago) and 11 generations ago (319 years ago) which confirms the
results that we found earlier in the previous section concerning a prior admixture between
Europeans and Native Americans and the subsequent involvement of Africans in the formation
of the African Americans. By estimating admixture date between every pairwise group in the
African American population, we observed a decay of Linkage Disequilibrium with genetic
distance for all the pairwise(Figure (4.4)). The curves fits the data and by fitting an exponential
function, we were able to estimate the date of admixture. We noticed that the curves fits the
data either for one admixture event of for two admixture events except for the pairwise CEU-YRI
who was able to estimate one admixture event, the second assumption for two admixture events
were giving non-significant dates (Table (4.5)). In addition, the model discovered and event
between Europeans and the Yorubans 9 generations ago (261 years ago) but could not detect
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any significant event of admixture assuming two events; which suggest that the main admixture
process in the Africans Americans has been significantly characterized by the mixture and gene
flow between Europeans and Yorubans accounting for the effect of other admixtures. This
estimate also confirms previous studies related to the Africans Americans populations during the
slave trade in the eighteen century (Jin et al., 2014; Bryc et al., 2015; Pugach et al., 2011).
Discussion and Conclusion
Different methods have been developed to estimate the date of admixture events and some
were tested using available data either from the HapMap or from the 1000 Genomes Project.
These data have become a reference panel or proxy panel for testing methods of admixture
dating. Recently, Hodgson et al.(2014) attempted to study the back to Africa migration at the
Horn of Africa. They compared admixture dates using a Linkage Disequilibrium approach
(ROLLOFF and ALDER) and found that earlier episodes of admixture are largely masked by
more recent admixture events. Additionally, Busby and colleagues (Busby et al., 2016a) studied
the admixture into and within sub-Saharan Africa by comparing the LD-based method
(ALDER/MALDER) and the Haplotye-based approach (GLOBETROTTER) and found that
MALDER analyses display evidence for deep Eurasian and some hunter-gatherer ancestry across
Africa, while GLOBETROTTER analysis provides clarity on the composition of the admixture
sources, as well as the timing of events and their impact on different population groups.
Moreover, most of the admixture dating methods struggle to accurately estimate the date of
admixture events in more than 3-way admixture cases. In addition, many methods find it
difficult to infer the date of admixture for older admixture events due to either the pattern of
linkage disequilibrium or the distribution of ancestral block(or ancestral tracts). but one should
also investigate the population structure of these panel data which could themselves be
admixed, consequently making the reference panel data inaccurate.Moreover, most of the
admixture dating methods struggle to accurately estimate the date of admixture events in more
than 3-way admixture cases. In addition, many methods find it difficult to infer the date of
admixture for older admixture events due to either the pattern of linkage disequilibrium or the
distribution of ancestral block(or ancestral tracts). Here,we have assessed a variety of methods
by performing simulations using less than 300,000 SNPs, therefore there is a need to evaluate
the GLOBETROTTER method taking into account the number of SNPs. These methods rely
on either accurate local ancestry information or global ancestry inference, and when the
reference populations are highly divergent from the true mixing populations or when the
ancestry tracts are short, in the case of ancient admixture, it becomes harder to produce
accurate estimates.
In this dissertation, we systematically reviewed current approaches to date admixture events.
We have detailed the benefit and limitation of each methods. We conducted an assessment of
the methods using their implemented tool though the simulation of admixture events that
mimicked real admixture scenarios and various times since the event occurred. Our results
indicate that most current tools to date admixture have some limitation in capturing ancient
admixture events and multi-way admixture scenarios. For example, GLOBETROTTER, which is
currently the method widely used because of the variety of informations that can be detected,
has been proven to have limitations in our simulation tests, firstly since it has been designed for
recent admixture events and secondly, because it only performs well for number of SNPs greater
that 300,000 (Hellenthal et al., 2014). Our results showed that, using less than 300,000 SNPs,
GLOBETROTTER estimates become inconsistent using data from the HapMap Project.
Therefore, one needs to account for different datasets and the total number of SNPs used for
the evaluation. In addition, we identified three tools, StepPCO, MALDER and ALDER which
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produce reasonable date estimates close to the simulated true dates. Our simulations test using
the data from HapMap Project demonstrated that ALDER performs better for 2-way admixture
scenario compared to other tools. However, ALDER can only produce estimates for generations
less than 450. stepPCO was able to go beyond 450 generations but the range of the 95%
confidence interval became quite wide as we increased the number of generations in our
simulations. Additionally, we applied StepPCO, MALDER and ALDER to a real dataset of
admixed populations from the 1000 Genomes project. Though MALDER shows improvement
and produces reasonable date estimates compared to current methods, the results from both
simulation and real data suggest that dating admixture events occurring more than 5000 years
ago accounting for the effect of other admixtures remains a challenge. Our findings show that
the improvement of ALDER for admixture dating accounting for the effect of other admixtures
has helped us to identify distinct admixture events and trace the admixture process among the
African Americans, Mexican Americans and the Luhya populations, which MALDER was unable
to do.In this dissertation, we simulated, with a particular pipeline, admixed populations using
ancestral panels which include CEU, YRI and CHB from the HapMap Project. Therefore, we
can be confident that using other ancestral panels in our same dataset and applying the same
pipeline for admixture dating assessment will produce the same result. However, one should
apply this assessment to different datasets in order to increase our confidence in the use of
various admixture dating tools.
While more appropriate and updated genome-wide panel data are required to enhance the
accuracy of the results, the pinpointing of ancestry along the genome of a multi-way admixed
individual is important to ensure correct ancestry breakpoints to enable the estimation of
admixture events. The opportunity to develop and improve statistical models for dating
multi-way admixture events for admixture dates greater than 5000 years is required in order to
improve our understanding of human demography and movement.Improved methods of ancestry
inference based on new and large datasets, particularly from African populations known to have
high diversity and admixture will also increase our understanding of human movement and the
implication in adaptation and consequently health. Therefore, we need to develop a more
powerful tool for admixture mapping and admixture dating.
Further investigations into admixture dating should aim to improve accuracy with minimum
variance of the date of admixture in a more complex scenario using reliable data for the
description of the admixture patterns in any admixed population. Future work should be to
identify the exact and the closest populations that have contributed to the mixture when it
comes to testing the method for admixture dating and for futures GWAS studies.
Moreover,technological advances have made the genome sequencing of the large amount of
individuals possible and effective. This provides an opportunity to make inferences of
demographic parameters based on ancestral block distribution and linkage disequilibrium
patterns. There is a need to update the reference panels available for a better inference of
ancestry and particularly for admixture dating and the opportunity to develop computational
statistical model for multi-admixture event as well as to estimate the date of admixture for
ancient admixture.
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Figure 4.7: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 20. We used CHRO-
MOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that are
most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.8: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 50. We used CHRO-
MOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that are
most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.9: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 100. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.10: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 200. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.11: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 450. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.12: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 600. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.13: 2-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 800. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chunks
either from CEU, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors contributed
to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that donors
contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of jointly
copying two chunks from CEU and YRI donors(Y-axis), at varying genetic distances(x-axis). The pattern
is the same for all the generations in the 2-way approach. The figures CEU vs YRI or YRI vs CEU shows
a negative slope while the remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.14: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 5. We used CHRO-
MOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that are
most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.15: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 20. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.16: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 50. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.17: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 100. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.18: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 200. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.19: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 450. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.20: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 600. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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Figure 4.21: 3-way Dating Admixture results with GLOBETROTTER for generation 800. We used
CHROMOPAINTER to identify the chunks of DNA inside the genome of each admixed individuals that
are most closely related to each donor groups CEU and YRI. GLOBETROTTER jointly fits an exponential
distribution to the decay curves for all pairwise combinations of donor groups and determines the single
best fitting rate, hence determining the most likely single admixture event and estimating the date it
occurred. The curves closely fit an exponential decay (green line) with a rate which is the number of
generations. The coancestry curves (black line) shows relative probability of jointly copying two chuncks
either from CEU, or from CHB, or from YRI. The negative slope for the curve suggests that these donors
contributed to different sides of an admixture event. The positive slope, in the other hand, shows that
donors contribute to the same side of the admixture event. The plots shows the relative probability of
jointly copying two chunks from the combination pairwise between CEU, YRI and CHB donors(Y-axis),
at varying genetic distances(x-axis).All the figures in the diagonal shows a negative slope while the
remaining shows a positive slope.
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